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Prism Home Page 
Overview 

Prism’s home page displays links to the sections that the user’s role gives them access to. Each 
of the smaller tiles gives direct access to an element of system configuration, while the larger 
tiles are for analysis plug ins (e.g. Telephony) and show links to the different analysis tools 
available in each module. 

Where it is used the My Activity tile shows on the home page as well, giving direct links to the 
user’s phone book and call activity. 

The Prism Home Page can always be reached by clicking on the logo in the top left corner of 
the screen. 

 

Common Features 

Throughout Prism there are areas where the same controls will show. These controls have 
been streamlined and made consistent throughout the product. 

Navigation 

Navigation around Prism is done simply by clicking the object or module that you want to see. 
As this is a browser-based product you can have multiple pages open and using “open in new 
tab” or “open in new window” options can save considerable time. 

Clicking on the Logo in the top left-hand corner will take you back to the Prism Home Page 
menu. 

Clicking on items in the left-hand menu will either open/close a submenu or take you to a 
module. 

Clicking on your avatar picture in the top right corner will display your settings menu. 

Clicking on the menu icon  shows direct access links to the areas the user has available. It 
also shows recently accessed modules. 
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If an expected link is not navigating as expected an object or setting may be in edit mode on the 
main screen. Just save or cancel as appropriate and continue. 

My Settings 

The avatar picture in the top right of the screen will always show you your own personal 
settings. It has quick options to change the font size of the display and to log out but can also 
take you into your profile screen. 

Choosing My Profile takes you into your Account details page. This has four tabs of information, 
although there is relatively little that can be edited at User level, and Directory Integration may 
reset certain things (eg names and titles). It does however let you see your settings and on the 
fourth tab (Preferences) you can adjust the font size, colour theme, time zone and language. 
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Grid columns and controls 

 

There is a filter at the top of the page (2) which will return any records containing the entered 
string in any field. Each column also has an individual filter (3) which can be used to display 
selected sets of records. At the left of each line the detail icon (4) will display the full record. 

Along the bottom of the grid are the page controls (5), and the number of records per page 
control (6). Toward the right are the total records filtered (7), reset filters (8), choose display 
columns (9), reset columns (10), refresh display (11) controls. At the top of the page are buttons 
to add a new record (12) and to export the current grid (13). The grid can be exported into Excel 
(XLSX) or text (CSV) formats. 

Recycle Bin 

Most objects in Prism are never destroyed but are deleted into a recycle bin specific to that 
object. The recycle bin looks very similar to the search grid and has the same controls for 
display and filtering. There is also an extra control on the right of every row which allows the 
record to be restored. 

 

Filtering 

At the top of most grids is a filter box. This is a generic filter which will narrow down all rows in 
the table to include only those with exact matches (in any displayed field) to the string typed into 
the box. 

Further to this option, each column has a filter icon at the top. This allows a more targeted level 
of filtering as the options are more varied and contextually sensitive to the type of data in the 
column.  

Text fields might offer “Begins with …” or “Contains …”,  

number fields offer options including “Greater than …” or “Less than …”,  

date fields offer “Is Before …” and “Between …”  

some fields will simply offer picklists 
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You can filter on as many columns as you like to narrow down exactly the record set you need. 
That can then be used or exported for use elsewhere. 

Edit Screen Controls 

Many edit screens have custom controls, and these will be detailed in their specific sections. 
There are three common controls seen on many edit screens. 

Save changes (1) – submit changes and return to the original page 

Reset changes (2) – discard any changes but stay in edit mode 

Cancel (3) – discard any changes and return to the original page 

 

Assignments and Overlaps 
Overview 

There are several areas within Prism which have one object or property assigned to another for 
a specific time period using ‘from’ and ‘to’ dates. 

Often, but not always, these are set at item creation time but generally these assignments can 
be edited afterwards. Assignments can be adjusted to correct the historical track to reflect the 
actual times of change (directory changes are often advised after the fact), additional 
assignments can be made as changes take place (a new fixed charge is applied when a service 
is ordered by a department) and assignments can be planned for the future (a tariff with new 
rates comes into force on the first of the next month). 

Controls and Editing Assignments 

These assignment screens all have the same controls. The existing assignment history is 
viewed until the edit button is clicked. At that point several fields and controls become available 
and rules specific to the records are highlighted above the table. 

In the example below, the top line has been edited to close a gap in assignment dates. The 
status and corner flash indicate which rows have been altered and how. 

  

The ‘From’ and ‘To’ dates (1) for all rows, as well as the selections (2) can be changed. An 
entire row can be removed (3) as well, if the record is no longer required, or was incorrect. Once 
all details are correct the assignments can be saved. 
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It is important to ensure that there is no overlap in the dates. To help with this, Prism will flag up 
any overlapping date ranges and will not allow the edit to be saved until they are resolved.  

New Assignments 

A new assignment can be added by clicking the Add button. The ‘From’ date will need to be 
supplied, as well as any selections (endpoint, tariff, employee) required by the context. The ‘To’ 
date of a new assignment will always default to Ongoing and should be adjusted as well if that 
is not correct. 

In the example below a new endpoint has been assigned, however the ‘To’ date for the old 
assignment has been left as Ongoing. Prism shows which row in the table conflicts with each 
one to assist in finding where a correction needs to be made. These are referred to as Overlaps 
and all must be resolved before the changes can be saved. 
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My Activity 
Overview 

My Activity shows each user detailed information about calls on phone numbers assigned to 
them. It allows calling or called numbers to be added to the user’s personal phone book, so that 
calls can be marked as personal. The phone book labels will also be used in My Calls displays. 

 

Activity 
My Calls 

The My Calls page displays a dashboard populated with data from phone numbers assigned to 
the current user. 

There are a number of controls and areas on the page. 

 

1. Profiles can be configured to allow quick selections of particular views. If a user has more 
than one endpoint assigned to them then profiles might allow different endpoints to show on 
different pages or extensions might be separated from mobiles. Profiles also allow date 
ranges (both relative and specific) to be saved. So a profile could be set for last week, 
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another for last month, and a third for current year. Profiles can be selected, created, 
updated, reloaded and deleted from the controls in the top row. 

2. All of a user’s endpoints are selected by default and can be removed to view sets or individual 
numbers as needed. To reset the removal reload the profile, or the page. 

3. Dates can be selected either relatively (last week, this year) or specifically. 
4. The focus of the usage graph in the timeline section can be selected between Volume, Duration or 

Charges. 
5. The whole timeline section can be collapsed to make more room for the call grid. 
6. The timeline chart shows call volume, duration, or cost against the date range selected. 
7. Each line plotted on the timeline can be switch on or off by clicking its legend. 
8. The Personal tab shows a breakdown of Personal calls and non-Personal calls for each endpoint 

selected. 
9. The Summary tab shows a breakdown of calls by direction for each selected endpoint. 
10. The calls grid shows every call made or received from the selected endpoints. 
11. The cog icon shows against the party which does not belong to the user. It allows a user Phonebook 

entry to be made, edited or deleted 
 

 
 

12. The padlock icon unlocks the call grid, allowing calls to be marked or unmarked as personal one by 
one. 
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Phone Book 

A user’s phone book is private and specific to that user. It can be used to give labels to specific 
numbers, allowing the “My Label” fields to show the user exactly who a call is from or to. Entries 
in the phone book are not automatically personal calls. Business numbers can also be entered 
to let the My Calls display provide an easy overview of calls to known and unknown numbers. 

Search 

The search page is a standard Prism grid. For standard grid controls see Common Features. 

Create 

A new phonebook entry must be created from a number seen in CDR related to the user. In 
most cases numbers will be added to the phone book by selection through the grid control. But 
they can be created or edited through the detail page. 

 

1. Use the ellipsis to browse all PSTN numbers involved in calls to the user’s endpoint. Numbers which 
are already in the phonebook are not listed. Use the eraser to clear the current selection. 
 

 
2. Use the slider to select whether future calls to this number are automatically marked as personal calls 

or not. This control has no effect on historical calls which are already marked, or which have not been 
marked. 

3. Enter the label to be displayed in the My Calls grid’s ‘My Calling Label’ and ‘My Called Label’ fields. 
These labels will not appear in other reporting. They will appear against historical calls in the grid. 
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Enterprise \ Directory 
Overview 

Prism’s directory contains three independent trees. By default, these are set as Departments, 
Cost Centres, and Projects, although these labels can be changed. There is no functional 
difference between the three trees, they can be configured to represent whatever organisational 
views suit your business. 

Each view consists of Organizations, built into a hierarchical tree. These Organizations can 
have endpoints assigned to them, and those endpoints can also be assigned to employees. 
This all contributes to the tree showing a view of organizations (1) with endpoints (2) and people 
(3) shown against each. 

 

These directory assignments are reflected in analytics, reports and dashboards throughout the 
rest of Prism. 

Related sections 

Due to the nature and complexity of the directory there are many other sections of the manual 
which may need to be referred to while reading through this one. Creation and management of 
employees, endpoints, authorisation codes, number groups, fixed charges, and tariffs are all 
needed for the items assigned in the organization trees.  
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Elements of the Directory 
Organization tree 

The left-hand section of the directory screen consists of the selected tree. This serves as a 
visual guide to the hierarchy but is also the means of navigation around the tree. 

 

The basic items on the tree represent the organizations (departments, cost centres or projects).  

Branches can be expanded or collapsed by clicking the arrow on the left of the item (1).  

Clicking the cog on the right of an organization opens the action menu (2).  

The controls across the top (3) are, in order: Add an organization as a descendant of the 
selected item, Delete the selected organization, Copy the selected organization, Cut the 
selected organization, Paste the Organization copied or cut below the selected Organization, 
Refresh the current view, and show/hide the search (filter) bar (4). 

On the right border are two controls, the arrow opens or closes the pane, the border itself allows 
resizing. Double clicking the border also open/closes the pane. 

Finally, you can click and drag an organization to move it elsewhere in the directory. 
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Details display 

The right-hand side is used for showing the assignments and properties of the organization 
selected in the tree via a series of tabs. 

Endpoint list 

For grid controls see common features 

 

1. This tab shows all endpoints assigned to the selected organization and its descendants. 
The endpoint name (eg extension number or URI email) shown followed by three additional 
groups of fields. 

2. The employee group shows the endpoint’s current assignment to an employee, along with 
the date and time that the assignment started and when the assignment is due to end (or 
ongoing if no end is set). 

3. The organization group shows the same set of information for the endpoint’s organization 
assignment. 

4. The last column displayed indicated whether the endpoint has fixed charges assigned to it. 
5. Each row has a move handle, click and hold briefly before dragging the endpoint to another 

organization, and an endpoint menu which allows assignments and backdating. 
 

 
 

6. By default, Prism shows the endpoints of the selected organization and those assigned to 
all descendant organizations in the branch. The Show all children slider toggles this 
behaviour with just showing the endpoints directly assigned to the organization selected. 

7. Endpoints can be shared by both organizations and employees. The Owned/Shared slider 
toggles whether the display shows endpoints which are owned by the selected organization 
or have a shared assignment where another organization is the owner. 

8. Endpoints can be assigned (or created and assigned) 
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9. This control toggles row selection which allows granular moves, unassignments and 

backdating. Once at least one endpoint is selected additional controls are displayed. 
 

 
 

10. If the selected organization owns an endpoint, but shares it, an indicator will show on the 
left. Clicking the arrow will open/close the sharing detail. 
 

 
 

Authorization codes 

Authorization codes are created and managed their own section (Network \ Misc) but can be 
assigned to employees and organizations. The Authorization Codes tab shows any 
assignments for the selected organization. The layout of the display is very similar to that for 
endpoints. 

 

Details 

The details tab allows configuration of several organization properties. 
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Organization name reflects what is shown in the tree and in reporting. 

Email is a configured address for bulk reporting (see Scheduled Jobs). 

Current and Wholesale tariffs can be assigned on their own tabs, but the currently applied tariffs 
are shown here. 

Active fixed charges are displayed as well. These can be assigned or edited on their own tab. 

Custom Values 

The custom values tab shows any custom fields that the system administrator has made 
available in Settings. 

 

Notes 

This tab allows for Notes to be added on the Organization. This is free, formatted text and can 
include links, tables, and pictures. 

 

Fixed Charges 

All current and past fixed charge assignments for the organization are detailed here. 

 

Existing charges can be edited to change the quantity applied, the start date or the end date of 
the charge application. 
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New charges can be added here, but those charges must be defined first in the Fixed Charges 
section (Configuration \ Charging). When adding a charge here, the user is presented with a list 
of defined Rental, Maintenance, Feature and Service charges to choose from. 

 

Once the charge is selected the start/end dates can be edited but the quantity of charges (for 
example one charge per handset) must be entered. 

Tariffs 

Individual organizations can have wholesale or retail tariffs applied to them. These will apply to 
the organization and any descendants, though the setting may be overridden by tariff 
assignments on specific endpoints or descendant organizations. 

 

For more detail on tariffs see the section (Configuration \ Charging \ Tariffs). 

Audit 

The final tab shows the creation details for the organization, and the history of the record’s 
directory positions as moves and changes occur. 
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Assignment 
There are two terms that have been used several times so far, assignment and backdate. 

Assignment 

Endpoints, tariffs, authorisation codes and fixed charges are all assigned to one record or 
another. 

When one record is assigned to another it will always have a start date and time. This is how 
Prism creates historically accurate reporting. When you assign a record or property to 
something you will usually have the option to override the default start time (which will always 
default to the current date and time). For example if you add a fixed charge to a department on 
the 4th of the month, you can change the start date to show as midnight on the 1st, this ensures 
that costs will line up with the required dates for billing. 

You can also use this to prepare for future changes. For example, if a new tariff comes into 
effect at the beginning of the next month, you can set that as the start date. The existing tariff 
assignment will continue up to that point, then Prism will switch over at the specified time. 

 

Most records will have somewhere to show a history of their assignments, or what has been 
assigned to them. This allows you to check how things were configured at any point in time. 
Assignments are covered in more depth in Common Features 

Backdating 

Changing the assignment of a fixed charge applied to an endpoint is one thing, but you may 
need to roll back considerably more comprehensive changes to the directory from time to time. 
For example, one department merges with another and wants to set a specific start date for the 
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call history to follow the new structure, or several employee moves occurred but the Prism team 
was not notified until later. 

Backdating is a way of selecting a set of records and adjusting all their start dates at one time. 
This process will destroy any other moves and changes to the affected records between the 
new and original start dates. 

There are several ways of stating the backdating process. 

1. Click the cog icon next to an organization in the tree view. This will ask you to select the 
new start date, and if you want to apply the same change to descendants and 
assignments. 
 

 
2. Include descendants will apply the backdate to all organizations below the selected one 

in the branch, otherwise they will be left unchanged, and organization changes will be 
left in the records’ histories. 

3. Include assignments will apply the backdate to all endpoint assignments. A backdate 
process on an organization will not change endpoint to employee assignments. 
a. Click the ellipsis to the left of the endpoint row  
b. and choose backdate. 
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4 This gives a similar dialogue, but there are differences to the options. You still have to 

set a new start date, but now the other option relates to endpoint assignment only. You 
can select to change the endpoint assignment to the organization, the endpoint 
assignment to the employee, or to change both. 
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5 By selecting multiple endpoints and clicking the Backdate control 
 

 
 
6 This will give the same dialogue as option 2, though the date and option chosen will be 

applied to all selected endpoints. 
Unassign 

If you need to remove an endpoint from an organization then you can trigger that in two ways. 

1. Click the ellipsis to the left of the endpoint row  
 

 
 
2 and choose Unassign endpoint. 

 
3 By selecting multiple endpoints and clicking the Unassign control 
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In both cases you will see a confirmation page with the option to retain the employee 
assignment to the endpoint. If this box is not ticked then both assignments will be removed. 

 

Administration - Settings 
Tree 

In the tree section you can edit the name of your tree (defaults are Departments, Cost Centres, 
and Projects) and configure how many levels the hierarchy can contain. 

 

While editing the tree name you must provide a version of the name for both singular and plural 
reference. 

Tree levels can be distinguished by names and icons, both set in the edit screen. 

 

Each tree can have a maximum of 12 levels, including the parent item at the very top. 
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Custom Fields 

Custom fields that are configured and enabled here appear for every organization in the 
relevant tree. 

 

Once in edit mode you can alter the name of the field, the order that the fields are shown in, and 
whether or not the field is visible to users. 

 

Links 

Each tree submenu has direct links to the other two trees 
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Enterprise \ Employees 
Overview 

The Employees module allows you to view, edit and add company employees to Prism’s 
database. Once configured in here, employees can be assigned to organizations in one of the 
three directory trees and can have endpoints assigned to them. 

In most cases the employee database will be populated by, and often kept up to date by, import 
from an external database, sources like Active Directory and Cisco AXL are most common. 
Even so, there are many available fields for employees, and some of these can be manually 
updated even when directory integration is configured. This is a change from all previous 
versions of Prism, which effectively locked the employee database to manual changes when 
integration was configured. Now, any field which is not updated by the integration process may 
have manual entry which will not be overwritten/discarded. 

Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing employees configured in the system. From here you 
can filter employees and select one to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see 
Common Features. 

 

 
Create 

Employee creation is run through a process with six stages. 
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Stage 1 allows you to enter Personal details. Most fields are optional, but a Full Name and 
Display Name are required. An External Key can be added if an external database is likely to be 
in use. 

 

Stage 2 contains employment specific detail, only an email is required at this stage. 
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Step 3 allows you to upload and manipulate a picture to use on the record. 

 

Stage 4 allows for Notes to be added on the Employee. This is free, formatted text and can 
include links, tables, and pictures. 
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Stage 5 shows any custom fields that have been enabled for Employee record in Settings. If no 
fields are enabled, this stage is skipped. 

 

The final step shows a summary of the details entered, allowing final confirmation before the 
record’s creation. 
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Recycle Bin 

The Recycle bin page looks very similar to the search page and has all of the same controls 
plus an additional one. This button will restore the deleted Employee. 

 

Detail page 

The detail page for an employee displays all relevant information configured against the record. 
It includes defined personal (1) and employment information (2), any notes and values entered 
against the custom fields that can be configured by a system administrator (3 and 4). 

 

The 5th tab (5) shows audit information including the creator and last modifier of the record, as 
well as the dates of creation and modification. 

Each tab has an edit button (6) which allows the information on that tab to be modified. Once on 
the edit page there are thee further controls 

Save changes (1) – submit changes and return to the details page 

Reset changes (2) – discard any changes but stay in edit mode 

Cancel (3) – discard any changes and return to the details page 
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Above the tabs on the page is the ellipsis icon (7). This contains the delete command. Once 
confirmed the site is deleted and moved into the Recycle Bin. 

The contact picture on the details page can be edited (8). Either a new image can be selected, 
or the existing one can be zoomed, panned or cleared as required. 

Additionally, the Employee detail page shows present and historical UC&C assignment 
information. This allows quick checks on when an endpoint was assigned or removed from use. 

 

Administration - Settings 
Employees 

These settings are only available to system administrators. There are two tabs available. 

Titles 

Titles allow you to configure the dropdown for an employee’s salutation. The list comes 
preconfigured with common titles (Mr, Mrs etc) but others can be added if required. A title 
cannot be destroyed until no employees or contacts are using it. 
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Custom fields 

Enabled Custom fields appear in the details page for every employee. 

 

Editing Custom Fields 

These fields can have any label the administrator adds, and these fields can be populated 
manually or by Integration. 

Three of the maximum 8 fields have been enabled for users to see, and those two have been 
labelled appropriately for a specific purpose. 

 

1. Click on the label to edit the line directly. 
2. Click on the tick or cross once to enter in line editing, then tick or untick the box to enable or 

disable the field for users. 
3. Click and drag on the handle to reorder the fields. 
Save when changes are complete. 

Note 
If no custom fields are marked ‘Is visible’ then a Custom Values tab will not appear in either the 
creation wizard or the detail page for employees. Integration will continue to populate values in 
those fields when they are not visible.  
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Enterprise \ Contacts 
Overview 

The Contacts module allows a record of external contacts and their parent companies within the 
Prism database. These contract records can be used in reports and analytics, and contacts can 
be granted Prism User rights just like employees. 

When you first enter the Contacts module you see the Overview page detailing the number of 
contact and company records in the directory. 

 

Contacts 
Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing contacts configured in the system. From here you 
can filter contacts and select one to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see common 
features. 

 

Create 

Contact creation is run through a process with six stages. 
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Stage 1 allows you to enter Personal details. Most fields are optional, but a Full Name and 
Display Name are required. An External Key can be added if an external database is likely to be 
in use. 

 

Stage 2 contains contact specific detail; nothing is required at this stage. If a new contact is the 
first from a Company, then a new Company can be added at this point with the ‘+’ button. 

 

 

Step 3 allows you to upload and manipulate a picture to use on the record. 
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Stage 4 allows for Notes to be added on the Contact. This is free, formatted text and can 
include links, tables, and pictures. 

 

 

 

Stage 5 shows any custom fields that have been enabled for Contact record in Settings. If no 
fields are enabled, this stage is skipped. 
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The final step shows a summary of the details entered, allowing final confirmation before the 
record’s creation. 

 

Recycle Bin 

The Recycle bin page looks very similar to the search page and has all the same controls plus 
an additional one. This button will restore the deleted Contact. 

Detail Page 
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The detail page for a contact displays all relevant information configured against the record. It 
includes defined personal (1) and company/contact information (2), any notes and values 
entered against the custom fields that can be configured by a system administrator (3 and 4). 

 

The 5th tab (5) shows audit information including the creator and last modifier of the record, as 
well as the dates of creation and modification. 

Each tab has an edit button (6) which allows the information on that tab to be modified. Once on 
the edit page there are thee further controls 

Save changes (1) – submit changes and return to the details page 

Reset changes (2) – discard any changes but stay in edit mode 

Cancel (3) – discard any changes and return to the details page 

 

 

Above the tabs on the page is the ellipsis icon (7). This contains the delete command. Once 
confirmed the site is deleted and moved into the Recycle Bin. 

The employee picture on the details page can be edited (8). Either a new image can be 
selected, or the existing one can be zoomed, panned or cleared as required. 

Additionally, the contact detail page shows present and historical UC assignment information.  
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Companies 
Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing companies configured in the system. From here you 
can filter companies and select one to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see 
common features. 

 

Create 

Company creation is run through a process with three stages. 

Stage 1 takes the basics of the company, name, website and generic contact details. 
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Stage 2 allows for Notes to be added on the company. This is free, formatted text and can 
include links, tables, and pictures. 

 

The final step shows a summary of the details entered, allowing final confirmation before the 
record’s creation. 

 

Recycle 

The Recycle bin page looks very similar to the search page and has all the same controls plus 
an additional one. This button will restore the deleted Company. 
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Detail Page 

The detail page for a contact displays all relevant information configured against the record. It 
includes defined personal (1) and company/contact information (2) and any notes (3). 

 

 

The 4th tab (4) shows audit information including the creator and last modifier of the record, as 
well as the dates of creation and modification. 

Each tab has an edit button (5) which allows the information on that tab to be modified. Once on 
the edit page there are thee further controls 

Save changes (1) – submit changes and return to the details page 

Reset changes (2) – discard any changes but stay in edit mode 

Cancel (3) – discard any changes and return to the details page 

Above the tabs on the page is the ellipsis icon (6). This contains the delete command. Once 
confirmed the site is deleted and moved into the Recycle Bin. 

The company picture on the details page can be edited (7). Either a new image can be 
selected, or the existing one can be zoomed, panned or cleared as required. 
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Administration - Settings 
Contacts 

These settings are only available to system administrators. There are two tabs available. 

Titles 

Titles allow you to configure the dropdown for an contact’s salutation. The list comes 
preconfigured with common titles (Mr, Mrs etc) but others can be added if required. A title 
cannot be destroyed until no employees or contacts are using it. 

 

 

Custom fields 

Enabled Custom fields appear in the details page for every contact. 

 

Editing Custom Fields 

These fields can have any label the administrator adds, and these fields can be populated 
manually or by Integration. 

Three of the maximum 8 fields have been enabled for users to see, and those two have been 
labelled appropriately for a specific purpose. 
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1. Click on the label to edit the line directly. 
2. Click on the tick or cross once to enter in line editing, then tick or untick the box to enable or 

disable the field for users. 
3. Click and drag on the handle to reorder the fields. 
Save when changes are complete. 

Note 

If no custom fields are marked ‘Is visible’ then a Custom Values tab will not appear in either the 
creation wizard or the detail page for employees. Integration will continue to populate values in 
those fields when they are not visible.  
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Enterprise \ Prism Locations 
Overview 

The Locations Overview page gives a breakdown of the defined sites in the Prism system. 
These allow a geographical view of where these sites are across the globe. 

 

The top of the page displays the numbers of country groups, countries, regions and sites 
currently defined in the system. How these are defined is detailed in the following sections. 

Below the summary tiles is a filter and map combination. The map shows any and all sites 
which match the criteria set in the filter and will zoom to display all of those sites. 

Sites 
Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing sites configured in the system. From here you can 
filter the sites and select one to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see common 
features. 
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Create 

Site creation is run through a process with six stages. 

Stage 1 allows you to choose a country for the site, and within that to choose or define a region. 
Regions can be geographical or can reflect zones of business. An individual region is limited to 
a single country although several different countries can contain regions with the same name. 
At this stage you can also select, or define, the type of site you are creating. Several types are 
preconfigured, and a system administrator can add more to the selection in the Settings page. 
Finally, you must provide a site name and, optionally, a site code and dial code as well. 

 

Stage 2 defines the specific location of the site. Here you can configure the address and place a 
map pin for the site. These details are all optional. To place the pin simply zoom the map to the 
correct position, click and drag to pan the map to the right area then click on the map to drop 
the site’s pin. 
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Stage 3 allows for a picture upload to represent the site. Both a full picture and a thumbnail are 
generated from the selected picture file. Click the Browse button to find and upload a local 
image file. Click clear to remove the currently applied picture. The main image and thumbnail 
image both have zoom selectors (for larger pictures) and both can be dragged within their 
boxes to adjust the focus correctly. 

 

Stage 4 gives the option to enter notes for the site in rich text format. Links and pictures can be 
embedded in the notes field. 
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Stage 5 displays any configured custom site fields. These fields are defined by a system 
administrator in the Settings page and can contain any details not included in the standard site 
fields. 

 

Stage 6 shows a summary of the information provided before finally creating the site record. At 
any stage before the final Submit button is pressed you can navigate back within the process to 
correct errors or change details. 
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Recycle Bin 

The Recycle bin page looks very similar to the search page and has all of the same controls 
plus an additional one (1). This button will restore the deleted site. 

 

Detail page 

The detail page for a site displays all relevant information configured against the location. It 
includes defined name, type, code, and regional information (1), the address and map point (2), 
any notes and values entered against the bespoke fields that can be configured by a system 
administrator (3 and 4). 

 

The 5th tab (5) shows audit information including the creator and last modifier of the record, as 
well as the dates of creation and modification. 

Each tab has an edit button (6) which allows the information on that tab to be modified. Once on 
the edit page there are thee further controls 

Save changes (1) – submit changes and return to the details page 

Reset changes (2) – discard any changes but stay in edit mode 

Cancel (3) – discard any changes and return to the details page 
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Above the tabs on the page is the ellipsis icon (7). This contains the delete command. Once 
confirmed the site is deleted and moved into the Recycle Bin. 

The site picture on the details page can be edited (8). Either a new image can be selected, or 
the existing one can be zoomed, panned or cleared as required. 

Regions 

Regions can be defined to represent an area of a country. A single country can have any 
number of regions, but each region must exist within a single country only.  

A region has a name, which needs to be unique for the country it is linked to, and a code 
(optional and uniqueness is not enforced). ; for example both the United Kingdom and France 
could have regions defined with a name of “South” and region code “S” but a second region in 
either country could not have the name “South” as well. 

As sites are created, they must be placed in a region to define them geographically. This means 
that you must have at least one region defined before sites can be created. 

Manage 

The management page shows all defined regions, showing the country they are in, the Country 
group (if one is defined) and the number of sites assigned to each region. For grid controls see 
common features. 

 

 

Creating a new entry, or editing an existing one, allows the Country (1), Region (2) and Region 
Code (3) to be selected, edited or defined. Once finished with the definition, click the tick to 
submit the change, or the cross to discard (4).  
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Countries 

The countries page shows all countries by name and code, as well as showing to which country 
group (if any) they have been added, and how many regions have been defined per country. 

Manage 

The management page shows a list of countries. For grid controls see common features. 

  

Editing a Country entry allows assignment to a different Country Group. 

Country Groups 

Country Groups allow Prism to treat defined sets of countries as single entities, for example 
Europe, Middle East and Africa as EMEA. This allows for simple top-level global reporting 
without needing complex filtering. 

Manage 

The Country Groups management page shows a list of the currently defined groups, each group 
can be expanded to show the countries allocated to it. No country can be in more than one 
Country Group. For grid controls see common features. 
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Add or edit a Country Group 

After clicking the add Group button you are presented with a blank row 

 

Enter the name of the Group (1), and a code (2) to refer to it then click the tick to create the 
entry, or the cross to discard it (3). 

Editing an existing group works exactly like creating a new one, the Country Group name and 
code become editable and the tick or cross commit or discard the changes. 

Country Selection 

To add or remove countries from Country Groups click the Manage link in the Countries column. 
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The country selection dialogue allows a filter (1) to speed up finding countries. To add or 
remove a country from the group tick or untick the box to the left. A country which is struck 
through (3) is already in a different Country Group, and therefore cannot be selected in the 
current one. Once you have made all the required changes, click confirm to return to the 
Manage page. 
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Administration - Settings 
Sites 

The Sites settings are only available to system administrators. There are two tabs available. 

Site Types 

Site types define what each site represents. Headquarters, offices, branches, data centres, 
anything can be configured to help represent a company’s structure. 

 

The Site Types pages shows a list of currently configured entries and how many sites currently 
use them. New entries can be added with the plus button and existing ones can be edited or 
deleted with the controls on each row. A Site Type cannot be destroyed if sites are currently 
using it. 

Custom Fields 

Enabled Custom fields appear in the details page for every site. 

 

Here you can define which ones are available and visible to users, and what the label on those 
will be. Simply click the edit button to edit and define the fields. 
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Click on the current label to edit it. You can reorder the fields by clicking and dragging the 
handle icon (1). The visibility of the field can be changed by ticking or unticking the “is Visible” 
box (2).  
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Enterprise \ Directory Search 
Overview 

Prism’s directory Search module allows a quick search of the current assignments of people 
and endpoints in the directory. 

The overview dashboard shows the full endpoint count in the database, as well as the assigned 
counts in each of the three directory trees (1). The chart shows a breakdown of endpoint 
assignments in the selected tree (2) at the second level of the tree’s hierarchy. All level 2 
organizations can be shown, or just the 10 or 25 with the most endpoint assignments (3). 

 

Endpoint Assignment 

There are two views defined for Endpoint searches, by endpoint and by directory. 
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Endpoint View 

The Endpoint View shows all endpoints that are configured in the system. If the endpoint is 
assigned to an organization (Department, Cost Centre, or Project) or employee then that 
information is shown in the row. If the endpoint is shared, then multiple rows will be displayed to 
show each assignee. The directory assignment to search can be selected at the top of the table, 
for standard grid controls see Common Features. 

 
 
Directory View 

The Directory View shows all organizations (Department, Cost Centre or Project) currently 
defined in the directory. Endpoints which are currently assigned to those organizations are 
shown (leading to multiple rows per organization). Endpoints which are not assigned to an 
organization are not displayed in this search. The directory view searched can be selected at 
the top of the table, for standard grid controls see Common Features. 
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Telephony \ Network 
Overview 

The network module shows all elements of the telephony network. From the CDR sources 
themselves through defined channels and groups, the phones and the IP ranges that support 
them all. 

Topology 

The network landing page is a topology map of the Prism system. It shows the number of 
defined objects in each of the available sections and provides an easy link to each section from 
the diagram. 

 

Search and Recycle Bin 

All sections in Network have a similar layout. Each has a search grid that allows all the standard 
grid controls described in common features, including direct access to the detail page of an 
item. 

The recycle bin shows a similar grid for deleted items, with a restore control shown on the far 
right of each record. 

Each following section will show the creation and detail pages. 
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Endpoints 
Phones 

All phone numbers based on any CDR Source should be configured here. If it is in use Directory 
Integration will populate the majority of the records in phones. Prism’s collection service will 
automatically add any endpoints it does not know to the phones list. 

Create 

Phone creation follows a five step wizard. 

Details 

 

1. The name may be an extension number, email address, mobile number or some other 
identifier. It needs to be added here exactly as it will be seen in CDR. 

2. Select which CDR Source or Cluster the phone is on. Click the eraser to clear any current 
selection and the ellipsis to choose a source: 
 

  

3. Choose a subtenant if appropriate. Subtenants are handled in more detail in the CDR 
Source section. 
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4. Pick the type of phone this record relates to  

 
5. The label is free text and can be anything descriptive. 
6. If the phone is used as an operator position the console number can be defined here. 
7. If the phone should be ex-directory then set it here. 
 

 

 

 

Assignments 

 

The options here are not required but can be useful to complete at this stage. 

Location – If no location is selected the phone will inherit the location of the CDR Source. 

Employee – The employee to whom the phone is initially assigned.  

Owner Department\Cost Centre\Project – The organization to which the phone is initially 
assigned on creation. 

The ‘From’ date of any assignments will be the creation time of the phone. If a phone is not 
assigned it will be added to the pool of phones available to use when “Assign endpoint” is 
selected in the Enterprise directory. 
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Notes 

The third step allows notes to be added for the phone. 

 

Custom Fields 

This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

 

Custom fields are defined and enabled by a system administrator. They may also be populated 
by directory integration. 
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Completed 

The final step shows a summary of entered information before the record is created. 

 

Detail Page 

The detail page allows review and editing for all the properties defined in the creation phase, or 
by directory integration. If directory integration is active, any changes made manually here may 
be reversed when the next refresh is run. 

There are three main sections to the Phone details page. 

Details 

The top section shows the specific properties of the phone, the number, label, CDR Source, 
custom fields etc. across a series of tabs. Each tab can be edited to adjust the information 
displayed. The audit tab shows the creation and last update information. 
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Assignments 

The middle section of the page shows assignment information. Phones can be assigned to one 
or more of the directory trees, to an employee, and to a location. The display here shows all 
historical, current, and planned assignments.  

 

Each tab shows a potential assignment area. Department, Cost Centre, Project, Employee and 
Location are all as detailed in Assignments and Overlaps in Common Features. In the example 
above the phone has been assigned to the Finance department from 2nd March 2020 onwards, 
moving on from the previous assignment to the Energy department. 

The Shared assignment tab is unique to phones, as the only record that can be shared. A 
phone’s Employee, department, cost centre and project assignments are considered their 
primary assignments, and these are the owners of the phone in each case. One or more shared 
assignments can be created however, as phones are often shared between employees and 
departments. 

A phone can be shared to an employee, or an organization, or both on a single assignment. In 
the example below a phone is being shared out on the department tree with an employee (row 
1), a department (row 2), and a different employee in a different department (row 3). 

 

None of these shared assignments will affect reporting. They are only displayed in the directory. 
The owning employee and organization always show in reports, analytics, exports and 
dashboards. 
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Charges 

The third section of the page is for charges.  

The first two tabs relate to call charges. Prism supports three rates for each call: Cost, 
Wholesale, and Retail. This allows reporting to display different charges for differently targeted 
reports. Phones will inherit the tariffs assigned to the CDR Source that they are attached to, or 
the ones configured against the channel group that calls are made on unless assignments are 
made against them here. Phones cannot have a cost rate assignment, only wholesale and retail 
can be set at this level. 

 

The third tab allows assignment of predefined fixed charges. Fixed charges are configured in 
Telephony\Charging\Fixed Charges to cover various non call related charges that might need to 
be applied to elements. As such, there is no overlap enforced, multiple fixed charges can be 
assigned to a single phone at the same time. 
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One more option is available on the detail page, in the ellipsis menu is a Convert command. 

 

This switches the phone into a Number Group in case the endpoint number is reprovisioned. 
There is a corresponding control on the Number Group detail page. 

Number Groups 

There are several types of number group, each supported by different CDR Sources. If Prism’s 
collection service detects a group number or by CDR context it will be added as a number group 
rather than a phone. 

The types of group that Prism supports are 

Undefined Group – This is what a group added by collection will show as. Before it can be used 
in reporting the group should be classified properly. 

• Hunt Group 

• Operator Group 

• Pickup Group 

• Queue Group 

• Voicemail Group 

Create 

Number Group creation follows a five step wizard. 

Details 
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1. The name should be added here exactly as it will be seen in CDR. 
2. Select which CDR Source or Cluster the Group is on. Click the eraser to clear any current 

selection and the ellipsis to choose a source: 

  
 

3. Choose a subtenant if appropriate. Subtenants are handled in more detail in the CDR 
Source section. 

4. Pick the type of Number Group this record relates to. 
5. The label is free text and can be anything descriptive. 
6. If the Group should be ex-directory then set it here. 

Assignments, Notes, Custom Fields, and Completed 

The remaining steps are identical to those for Phones. 

Detail Page 

The detail page allows review and editing for all the properties defined in the creation phase. If 
directory integration is active, any changes made manually here may be reversed when the next 
refresh is run. 

The top section shows the specific properties of the number group, the name, label, CDR 
Source, custom fields etc. across a series of tabs. Each tab can be edited to adjust the 
information displayed. The audit tab shows the creation and last update information. In all 
regards the functions on the page (properties, assignments and charges) are identical to those 
for Phones. 
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Switching 
CDR Sources 

A CDR Source refers to a source of call data for Prism. Traditional PABXs, IP based systems 
like Cisco’s or Avaya’s Communications managers, and imports of flat files for mobile billing all 
count as CDR Sources. 

Create 

CDR Source creation is via a wizard. 

Details 

The first step contains a lot of fields. Required fields are marked with a ‘*’ and others are given 
default values. These defaults should be confirmed before further network configuration related 
to the CDR Source takes place. 

 

1. Select the type of source (Mobile Provider or PBX/VoIP). This is a choice between a switch 
or an import. Required. 

2. If your estate used codes for switches then use this field. Otherwise Tiger recommend a 
simple numbering system. Required and must be unique. 

3. Enter a name for the source. Required and must be unique. 
4. Enter a label for the source. Required and must be unique. 
7. Note – Code, Name, and Label are all available fields for filtering or display in analytics. 
5. If the source is part of a cluster add it here. This cannot be adjusted later, if the CDR Source 

is to be part of a cluster, then the cluster must be created first, and the CDR Source must 
be added at creation. 

6. Country dialling code sets the default dialling code for all telephony based on this source. 
The country or number can be entered to narrow the selection. Required. 
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7. Cost Method refers to whether charges for calls are calculated, provided within the source 
data, or not required. Required. 
 

 
 

8. Duration Type. Prism supports both true connection time and off hook to on hook duration. 
If the latter is selected then items 14 and 15 should be completed. 

9. Channel length refers to the number of digits in the member section of the channel number. 
10. Channel group length refers to the number of digits in the group section of the channel 

number. Some switches do not have channel groups, this field can be set to 0. 
11. Maximum phone length is the longest number that is allowed as an endpoint phone number. 

Anything longer than this will not be recognised by collection as an endpoint and cannot be 
entered in Phone creation. 

12. Maximum valid call duration allows a value to be set for Prism to artificially terminate a call 
which has not been marked as terminated in CDR. The default value or all zeros indicates 
no maximum applied. 

13. Maximum valid call cost limits the cost applied to any single call leg. The default value of 
0.00 indicates no maximum. 

14. Algorithm digit dial time is a value in milliseconds subtracted from the off hook to on hook 
duration per digit dialled to estimate the correct connection time. 

15. Algorithm ring time is a value in seconds subtracted from the off hook to on hook duration 
for each call to estimate the correct connection time. 

Assignments 

The second step handles the initial assignments for the new source, both a location and a tariff 
to use. 
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The location’s choices are narrowed by country, then region before picking a site from those 
defined in the Enterprise Locations module. 

 

The choices here will act as the default for telephony elements connected to this CDR Source 
as location and tariffs are inherited all the way down to endpoint level. 

Custom Fields 

This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the CDR Source. 

Completed 

A summary of all entered information is shown before the source is created. 
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Details Page 

The details page has three sections. The first has a series of tabs, Details, Custom Values, 
Notes, and Audit. 

Details 

 

The details custom values, and notes tabs contain the information entered in the creation 
process. Most of these can be edited from here, but the Code, Name and Cluster entries are 
fixed at the time of creation. 

One additional field is displayed on the detail tab, Default Channel Group. If the Source is a 
switch that does not use channel groups in CDR, this can be used to select the Channel group 
that new channels detected by collection are added to. 

The Audit tab shows creation and last updated details. 

Assignments 

The second section covers location assignment. This has the normal assignment controls and 
rules detailed in Common Features. 
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Charges 

Prism can charge each call made with up to three rates. These are labelled cost, wholesale and 
retail within the system. Only a Cost rate is required on source creation, but the two additional 
tariffs can be assigned at any stage after creation to provide additional charging options. These 
different charge rates are available in reporting. 

 

Clusters 

Clusters are a means to handle multiple switches that have been deployed in a network. 
Commonly these switches have extension mobility between them, and this can lead to problems 
identifying the organization and employee involved in the call. A cluster is a grouping level 
which allows multiple CDR Sources to be presented to the Enterprise modules as a single 
source. 

CDR Sources are created as normal and assigned locations and tariffs, but they are also 
allocated (at creation) to an existing Cluster. Endpoints and Authorisation codes are added to 
this cluster when created, rather than to the individual CDR Source as normal. 

For example, a Mitel network might have 50 or more controllers for different branches and 
offices. Setting all 50 nodes into a single cluster handles changes to the numbering plan if 
extensions are moved between controllers. Alternatively, nodes set for resilience can be 
clustered together with their partner node. Prism will see the output from either as from the 
same set of extensions. 

Create 

Cluster creation is a simple process compared to some but needs to be completed before any 
CDR Sources for the cluster are created.  

Details 

 

The first step is to provide a name and label for the cluster. 

Custom Fields 
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This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the CDR Source. 

Completed 

Finally, a summary of all entered information is shown before the source is created. 

 

Detail Page 

The page for a specific Cluster shows the details, custom values, and notes entered during 
creation and allows most to be edited. The name is fixed at creation. 

 

The CDR Sources tab shows details of any CDR Sources which have been created and added 
to this cluster. If there are any active CDR Sources in the Cluster it cannot be deleted. 

 

The CDR Source detail page can be accessed directly from this grid. 

The Audit tab shows creation and last updated details. 

Channel Groups 
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Channel groups are configured in Prism to match the groups defined on CDR Sources. They 
can inherit many settings from the CDR Source, but can also override those settings (e.g. 
Country Dialling Code, assigned tariffs). 

Create 

Channel Groups are created with a wizard. 

CDR Source 

The CDR Source that the channel group is attached to. Use the selection control to choose a 
source from the configured list. The preview fields assist confirmation that the correct source 
has been chosen. 

 

Details 

The Channel group’s details include several required fields, and many potentially inheritable 
ones. 
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1. Name should be an exact match for the group as it is output in CDR. The maximum number 
of digits is set against the selected CDR Source details. For CDR Sources that have no 
channel groups, use up to three digits to allow grouping within Prism. Required and must be 
unique to the CDR Source. 

2. Device is free text. Required and must be unique to the CDR Source. 
3. Label is free text. Required. 
Note –Name, Device and Label are all available fields for filtering or display in analytics. 

4. Network Grouping allows multiple trunk groups to be added to a collection. This collection is 
entirely within Prism and does not relate to any external configuration. Trunk groups can be 
added to Network Groupings based on carrier, or type or anything else that makes sense 
for the telephony network. Network groupings can be configured in Settings, or created 
within this wizard by clicking the ‘+’. 
 

 
 

5. Country dialling code sets the default dialling code for all telephony based on this source. 
The country or number can be entered to narrow the selection. Inherited from CDR Source 
if blank. 
 

 
 

6. Cost Method refers to whether charges for calls are calculated, provided within the source 
data, or not required. Inherited from CDR Source if blank. 
 

 
 

7. Line type choice. Required. 
8. Duration Type. Prism supports both true connection time and off hook to on hook duration. 

If the latter is selected the algorithm timing settings against the CDR Source are used. 
Inherited from CDR Source if blank. 

9. Signal type. Whether the group is analogue or digital. 
10. Available channels. Sets the number of members this group has available. This allows 

reporting to show additional occupancy statistics. 
11. Bandwidth (Mbps). Sets the bandwidth available to this group. 

 

Assignments 
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The Location and a tariff for cost charges can be assigned here. If nothing is assigned then the 
CDR Source settings are inherited. 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the Channel Group. 

Custom Fields 

This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

Completed 

A summary of all entered information is shown before the channel group is created. 

Detail Page 

The detail page has three sections. The first has up to four tabs, Details, Custom Values, Notes, 
and Audit. 

Details 

 

The details, custom values, and notes tabs contain the information entered in the creation 
process. Most of these can be edited from here, but the CDR Source and Name entries are 
fixed at the time of creation. 

The Audit tab shows creation and last updated details. 
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Assignments 

The second section covers location assignment. This has the normal assignment controls and 
rules detailed in Common Features. If nothing is assigned the CDR Source location is inherited.  

 

Charges 

Prism can charge each call made with up to three rates. These are labelled cost, wholesale and 
retail within the system. Any of the three tariffs can be assigned at any stage after creation to 
provide additional charging options, overriding what is configured on the CDR Source. These 
different charge rates are available in reporting. If nothing is assigned the CDR Source charges 
are inherited. 
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Channels 
Individual members of channel groups can be configured if necessary, if member numbers are 
supplied in CDR it may be necessary to match properly. Channels can be automatically added 
by Prism’s collection service. 

Create 

Channels are created with a very similar wizard to Channel groups. 

Details 

 

1. CDR Source and Channel group between them specify the group that the new channel 
belongs to. 

2. Number should be an exact match for the member as it is output in CDR. The maximum 
number of digits is set against the selected CDR Source details. Required and must be 
unique to the CDR Source/Channel Group. 

3. Label is free text. Required. 
Note –Number, and Label are available fields for filtering or display in analytics. 

4. Country dialling code sets the default dialling code for all telephony based on this source. 
The country or number can be entered to narrow the selection. Inherited from Channel 
Group or CDR Source if blank. 
 

 
 

5. Cost Method refers to whether charges for calls are calculated, provided within the source 
data, or not required. Inherited from Channel Group or CDR Source if blank. 
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6. Line type. Inherited from Channel Group if blank. 
7. Duration Type. Prism supports both true connection time and off hook to on hook duration. 

If the latter is selected the algorithm timing settings against the CDR Source are used. 
Inherited from Channel Group or CDR Source if blank. 

Assignments 

The Location and a tariff for cost charges can be assigned here. If nothing is assigned then the 
Channel Group or CDR Source settings are inherited. 

Custom Fields 

This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the Channel Group. 

Completed 

A summary of all entered information is shown before the channel is created. 

Detail Page 

The detail page has three sections. The first has tabs, Details, Custom Values, Notes, and 
Audit. 

Details 

 

The details, custom values, and notes tabs contain the information entered in the creation 
process. Most of these can be edited from here, but the CDR Source, Channel Group and 
Number entries are fixed at the time of creation. 

The Audit tab shows creation and last updated details. 
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Assignments 

The second section covers location assignment. This has the normal assignment controls and 
rules detailed in Common Features. If nothing is assigned the Channel Group or CDR Source 
location is inherited.  

 

Charges 

Prism can charge each call made with up to three rates. These are labelled cost, wholesale and 
retail within the system. Any of the three tariffs can be assigned at any stage after creation to 
provide additional charging options, overriding what is configured on the CDR Source. These 
different charge rates are available in reporting. If nothing is assigned the Channel Group or 
CDR Source charges are inherited. 
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Subtenants 
Subtenants allow a set of endpoints on a Source to be grouped together, regardless of where in 
the directory trees they may be, even if they are not assigned in the trees at all. 

This allows access to be granted specifically to a subtenant, through a Network Group in 
Security, and it allows reporting to filter on a subtenant. 

Create 

Subtenants can be created on CDR Sources or Clusters. 

 

A source must be selected, then a subtenant requires a name (unique to the source) and a 
label, both of which can be used in reporting. 

Custom Fields 

This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the Subtenant. 

Completed 

A summary of all entered information is shown before the subtenant is created. 

Detail Page 

The Subtenant detail page shows the information provided during creation across a set of tabs, 
Details, Custom Values, Notes, and Audit. 
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The details, custom values, and notes tabs contain the information entered in the creation 
process. The subtenant’s name and label can be edited, but the source is fixed at creation. 

The Audit tab shows creation and last updated details. 

Misc –Client Codes 
Client codes allow identification of calls to, or on behalf of, clients from codes in the CDR. The 
Client Code section of Prism allows those codes to be defined, cost multipliers to be applied 
when running Client reports, and a means to manage the clients names and track how many 
codes are currently assigned to them. 

Search 

In addition to the normal search grid features, the Client Code search has the option to display 
all client codes, or just those with active assignments. 

 

Create 

Creation of client codes is just a case of entering the code, exactly as it will appear in CDR and 
saving. 

 

Client codes are not assigned at creation but from their detail page. 
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Detail Page 

Before a code has been assigned for the first time the detail page is empty, barring the code 
itself and any notes written. Once the client code has been assigned there is some more 
information available. 

The client code below has been assigned to three different clients since creation and is 
currently assigned on one of those three again. The Details box shows the client and cost 
multiplier that are active. 

 

The assignments work as described in Common Features but one field needs further 
explanation. CDR count allows CDR Sources to be included or not from this code. Not all CDR 
Sources can output codes, and those that can may not always be able to output the same code. 
It may be necessary to set up several Client codes for an active client and assign them to 
different switches to handle the variation in CDR output across the network. 

When adding an assignment the CDR count shows an initial selection of ‘All CDR including new 
ones’ which means that the code will be matched to all CDR received, even if new CDR 
Sources are added to the network. 
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The alternative choice provides a CDR Source picker. Any number of selections can be made 
on this grid. 

 

On return to the assignment edit, the number of selections is displayed (1) and the expansion 
option will show a list of included sources (2). 

 

Manage Clients 

The manage page displays a list of all configured clients and the number of client codes 
assigned to them. Standard grid controls are used to filter and display the clients, but each row 
has two further controls to edit the client name or destroy the client row. Client’s cannot be 
destroyed when there are any codes assigned to them, even if those assignments are in the 
past. 
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IP Addresses 
The IP Address section display IP ranges that have been defined for parts of the network, and 
those which have been in use. 

Search 

The search grid displays the ranges that have been entered. 

To add additional IP Addresses, or adjust existing ones, click the edit button which will open the 
Edit Ranges page. 

Edit Ranges 

All ranges are presented on the edit page, to display potential overlaps. There should only be 1 
Range (and therefore Site) at any point in time for an IP Address, IP Address Type, and CDR 
Source combination. Any rows violating this rule will be indicated in the Overlap column. 

To add a range click the ‘+’, to edit an existing range alter the fields in the table directly. 

 

Known IP Addresses 

The second grid available in the IP Addresses section is Search Known IPs. When Prism 
detects an IP actually in use by a device it is added to the list of known IPs. 

Detail Page 

Selecting an IP Address Range from the search grid opens the detail page for the range. On the 
top part of the page is shown the assignment ‘From’ and ‘To’ dates, the range itself and the 
details of the Source and Site the range is assigned to. No editing of these fields is available 
here, instead there is a link to the Edit page for ranges. 

The Audit tab shows the creation and last updated details. 

The lower part of the page shows any specific IP addresses within the range that have been 
used by a device, Known IP Addresses. 
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Authorisation Codes 
Authorisation codes are used to allow classes of calls to be placed. It may be that a code is 
required to make any outgoing call, or just for international traffic and so on. In this way they can 
be used to control who can make types of calls, but they can also show what calls have been 
made by individuals or teams who use them. 

In Prism Authorisation Codes can be assigned to employees and organizations, although 
neither is required. The code is output in CDR and may be reported on in analytics. 

Create 

Authorisation Codes are created with a wizard. 

Details 

The first stage requires the Authorisation Code as it is output in CDR, a label and the Source 
that it is output from. 
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Assignments 

The second step allows the initial assignments to be made to an employee and/or organization 
in each directory tree. 

 

If a call is made on a code that is assigned then it can be included in reporting for the employee 
or organization, regardless of the endpoint used to make the call. 

Custom Fields 

This step shows any enabled custom fields and allows data to be entered. If no custom fields 
are marked a visible this step will be omitted. 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the Authorisation Code. 

Completed 

A summary of all entered information is shown before the Code is created. 
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Detail Page 

The detail page is in two parts. The top shows three tabs for Details, Custom Values, Notes and 
Audit. 

 

Details, custom values, and notes allow review and editing of the information entered at 
creation. 

The Audit tab displays creation and last updated information. 

The lower part of the screen shows the Authorisation Code’s assignment history. 

 

There are tabs for each potential assignment type. The code can only be assigned to one 
employee at a time, and to only one organization on each department tree at one time. 
Otherwise assignment works as described in Common Features. 
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Voicemail Ranges 
Voicemail ranges have only one section – Manage. The search grid is used to show detail, and 
edit details and active dates in line. 

Voicemail ranges are destroyed rather than deleted, there is no Recycle Bin option. 

Manage 

 

The manage grid displays the active dates for voicemail ranges, so previous ranges can be left 
available for reference. Editing the grid switches to an assignment screen. Each endpoint 
contained in a range can only exist on a single Source/subtenant combination. 

 

Administration 

The Administration section allows configuration of settings specific to the Network module. 
Some of these settings are also available in the Administrate module. 
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Settings 
Most of the Network objects detailed above have Custom Fields which can be enabled here. 
These fields can have any label the administrator adds, and these fields can be populated 
manually or by Integration. 

All custom field setup screens are similar, the example below is from Phones. Two of the 
maximum 8 fields have been enabled for users to see, and those two have been labelled 
appropriately for a specific purpose. 

 

Editing Custom Fields 

 

4. Click on the label to edit the line directly. 
5. Click on the tick or cross once to enter in line editing, then tick or untick the box to enable or 

disable the field for users. 
6. Click and drag on the handle to reorder the fields. 
Save when changes are complete. 

Note 
If no custom fields are marked ‘Is visible’ then a Custom Values tab will not appear in either the 
creation wizard or the detail page for that object. Integration will continue to populate values in 
those fields when they are not visible. 
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Network Groupings 
Channel Groups can be added to network groupings to aid in management and reporting. The 
network groups available when creating or editing channel groups can be configured here first. 

Manage 

 

The management grid shows all current Network Groupings. The name on each can be edited, 
and groupings which are used by no channel groups can be destroyed. 
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Charging 
Overview 

This module allows import, review and adjustment of the telephone call tariffs available on the 
Prism system.  

Landing Page Dashboard 

The Charges landing page has several sections relating to tariffs, fixed charges and taxation. 
The landing page can be returned to by clicking Charging in the navigation menu. 

The top row of tiles details the numbers of each tariff element currently defined. 

 

The next part shows the number of defined fixed charges, and how they are split by type 
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The last set of items shows defined taxes and displays how they are currently used. 

 

Reference Terms 

The following terms related to tariffs are used frequently in this section. 

• Carrier – A telephony service provider which has provided one or more tariffs. 

• Tariff – A set of destinations and the rates which should be applied. This, as a whole, 
determines how a call is charged. 

• Charge Band - Broadly defines what the charge for a call will be. Each charge band has 
one or more charge periods, each of which has a rate defined against it.  

• Charge Period – Part or all of a 24 hour day. There should be sufficient charge periods to 
cover 24 hours for all 7 days of the week for every charge band. For example, a weekday 
may have Charge Period “Economy” from midnight to 7am, followed by “Standard” until 
6pm, then back to “Economy” until midnight. 

• Charge Rate – The charge rate is the combination of charge period and rate which match 
the time and day of the week of the call. 

• Rate – The details of how much to charge, and how to charge, for a call. These can be 
quite complex, and can change part way into a call, for example changing to a lower price 
per minute after the first 60 minutes. 

• Numbering Plan – An incoming or dialled PSTN number may be shown differently when 
presented as a national call, or with its E164 prefix. The number plan allows the variations 
to be treated and labelled identically. 
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Tariffs 
Carriers 

The carriers section provides information on the service providers whose tariffs are configured 
in Prism. A single carrier may have multiple tariffs, or even historical versions of the same tariff if 
charges have been updated over time. 

Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing carriers configured in the system. From here you 
can filter the carriers and select one to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see 
common features. 

 

Create 

Creation of a new carrier is simple, as it requires only a name, description and country. If a 
carrier provides tariffs for more than one country, it will need multiple carrier entries. 

 

Recycle Bin 

Carriers have a recycle bin. For usage details see Common Features. 
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Detail Page 

The detail page for a carrier displays three tabs of information. The first is the entered details 
from the carrier’s creation, the name, description, and country, as well as the number of times 
that carrier is assigned against 

 

The second tab shows the individual tariffs imported for the carrier. Detail links from these 
records go to the tariff record’s Detail page. 

 

The final tab, Audit, shows the creation and last modified details for the carrier record. 

Tariffs 
Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing tariffs configured in the system. From here you can 
filter the tariffs and select one to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see common 
features. 

 

Recycle Bin 

Tariffs have a recycle bin. For usage details see Common Features. 
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Import 

Tariffs cannot be created within Prism. Instead the details are imported from a prepared file. 

The first step is to select the file containing the tariff information. This will normally have been 
provided by Tiger, although most often it will also be imported by the team as well. Import files 
have the extension .INF.  

 

Clicking Select Tariff Import File will open a file browser window to find and select the file. Once 
a tariff file has been selected the first window in the import wizard will show.  

Preview File Details 

This shows mainly details about the file but has a space for a description to be added. 

 

Preview Carrier 

This step shows information from within the file. If the Carrier does not exist within Prism already 
it will be created as part of the tariff import. The country can be changed at this stage, as can 
the default category for calls. The default category and charge band are used for calls which 
cannot be matched fully to the dial codes contained in the tariff file. 

 

Preview Charging 
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Step 3 contains some important information which is not supplied in the tariff file. 

 

1. Currency – Select the correct currency for the tariff. This will default to the system’s 
currency. 

2. Charge start – This field is the tariff’s activation date and time, and defaults to midnight on 
the day of the import. If the rates need to be applied to calls prior to this date the charge 
start needs to be pushed further back. If the rates are due to activate after the date of import 
then the Charge start can be set in the future. 

3. Tax 1 – The first tax applied to calls can be selected here. Taxation is detailed in its own 
section. 

4. Tax 1 from – The date on which tax 1 became, or becomes, valid for calls on the tariff. 
5. Tax 2 selection and start date – In case a concurrent tax rate is also valid (eg state and 

local US tax). 

Completed 

The initial tariff information is now entered.  
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The next step is to move into the actual import of the charging structure. This step can take a 
few minutes 

 

Tariff Evaluation 

Following the tariff loading a summary with eight tabs is displayed. Each of these tabs contains 
substantial information about an aspect of the tariff structure. 

Tariff Details. Shows a summary of the information entered in the first steps of the import 
wizard. 

 

Overview. Shows a table detailing the various records which are affected by the import. Each of 
these is covered in its own section. 
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Categories. Shows the call categories on the system already, plus any which will be created by 
the import. Each category is shown along with the count of charge bands that will be applied. 

Charge Bands. Shows the charge bands which will be used for this tariff and how they fit into 
the numbering plans for the system. An arrow to the left of each charge band expands a sub 
table detailing the numbering plans which will be created. 

 

Charge Periods. Shows a summary of the charge periods defined by the tariff. An arrow to the 
left of each row expands a sub table breaking down the days and times that each period covers. 
The charge periods should cover all hours of every day of the week. 

 

Charge Rates. The charge rate is determined by the number dialled and the time of day (and 
week). Hence each Charge Band/Charge Period combination has a charge rate, although these 
may be shared. The image below shows the three charge rates applicable to charge band ‘b’ – 
national rate for the tariff. 
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The rates under charge rates are shown in milliseconds and millipence. For more detail see the 
tariff detail page. 

Numbering Plan Charge Bands. These entries show variants to dialled numbers based on the 
output CDR information. For example, calls made to a national UK number from within the UK 
may be dialled with the international ‘+44’ prefix, or with the national ‘0’. This allows the system 
to handle all alternatives from a single rate set. An arrow to the left of the row expands details of 
the Charge Band used for the number plan. 

 

Loading Errors. The final tab shows any anomalies or errors detected during analysis of the 
import file. These may not be enough to prevent the installation of the tariff.  

 

If you want to go ahead after reviewing the import preview, then click the Import Tariff button in 
the bottom right corner. After Prism has processed the import you should see a success 
message. 

 

Detail Page 
The detail page for a tariff has a set of tabs which allow review and access to the various 
aspects. 
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Tariff details 

The first tab shows basic information about the tariff; name, description, currency, defaults 
charging information. 

 

Charge Bands 

The charge bands tab lists all charge bands used in the tariff, the arrow to the left of each row 
(1) allows expansion of charge rate and period information relating to each band; while the 
detail button next to it (2) links to the charge band’s own detail page.  

 

Each charge period has a from and a to UTC shown (3). As tariffs are updated the prior values 
are retained to ensure that older calls are costed correctly, and to show a historical trail of 
previous versions. 

Categories 

Dialled numbers are grouped into categories based on their destination type. The categories tab 
lists all those in use, along with how many times they are used in the system. Both the category 
name and short code are used in reports and analytics. The detail icon on the left of each row 
will open the detail page for the category. For grid controls see Common Features. 
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Charge Periods 

Charge periods help to define which rate should be used, based on the time of day and day of 
the week. This tab shows the periods defined for the current tariff. Clicking the arrow to the left 
of each row expands the detail for each period. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

There is a from and to UTC value for each detail row. As tariffs are updated carriers may vary 
the timing of their own periods. The prior values are retained to ensure that older calls are 
costed correctly, and to show a historical trail of previous versions. 
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Taxes 

The taxes tab shows currently applied (and previous) taxes to tariffs. The import allowed up to 2 
taxes to be applied, but you can also change these at any time here. 

 

Clicking the edit button allows you to alter the from or to date of a tax (1). This affects the calls 
that will have that tax applied.  

 

A new tax can also be added by clicking the add tax button (2), only one ‘Tax 1’ and one ‘Tax 2’ 
can be in effect at any time. Dates for from and to can be set into the future, in preparation for 
scheduled changes to taxation. An existing tax can be deleted altogether (3). Once changes 
have been made, click save (4), or click cancel (5) to return to the detail page. 

The taxes themselves are defined in the Charging \ Taxation section. 
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Numbering Plans 

These entries show variants to dialled numbers based on the output CDR information. For 
example, calls made to a national UK number from within the UK may be dialled with the 
international ‘+44’ prefix, or with the national ‘0’. This allows the system to handle all alternatives 
from a single rate set. The detail button on the left of each row will open the detail page for the 
specific Numbering Plan. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

The final tab, Audit, shows information on tariff creation and modification dates. 
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Charge Bands 
A charge band broadly defines what the charges for a call will be. Each charge band is unique 
to a tariff, and will have one or more charge periods, each of which has a rate defined against it. 
A charge band might provide the charging information for a single dialled number, or for 
hundreds of them (e.g. national rate). 

Search 

The search screen shows all charge bands defined within Prism, across all tariffs, but not at the 
same time. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

In addition to the standard grid controls are three dropdown filters (1). These allow selection by 
country, carrier, and tariff but only a single tariff’s charge bands will be displayed at one time. 
The arrow to the left of each row (2) expands the charge rate detail for the band. 

Detail Page 

Each charge band has a detail page with three tabs. The first shows the properties of the band, 
showing the country, carrier and tariff it applies to. The edit button allows the name and 
description to be changed. 
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The second tab contains the charge rate details for the band. Charge rates are a combination of 
a charge period and a rate. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

Whilst the charge rates cannot be edited here, this page will show the history of charge rates if 
they have been updated by subsequent tariff imports. The from and to UTC fields will show 
when the charge periods were active. 

The fields most commonly used in the rate definitions are: 

• Fixed Fee. The call has a single fixed charge, rather than a per minute or per second rate. 

• Charge Factor. Milliseconds per unit of charge. For example, 60000 (60 seconds) would 
indicate that the charge rate applies to each 60 seconds of call time. 

• Rate Factor. Millisecond measured duration between charge units. For example, 60000 (60 
seconds) would indicate that the total price for the call increments in 1 minute units, while 
1000 (1 second) would be “per second” billing. 

• Setup Rate. Millipence value added to the price of the call immediately on connection. This 
is in addition to any charge accruing from the duration of the call. 

• Charge Rate. Millipence value indicating the charge accruing for a single Charge Factor 
duration. 

• Apply Min. Whether or not there is a minimum charge for a connected call. Commonly used 
instead of a setup charge, but both can apply. 

• Min Rate. The minimum duration-based charge for the call. The total charge will only 
increase once the duration of the call causes the charge to increase beyond this value. 

The audit tab shows creation and last modification date and user details. 
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Categories 
Dialled numbers are grouped into categories based on their destination type.  

Search 

The categories tab lists all those in use, along with how many times they are used in the 
system. Both the category name and short code are used in reports and analytics. For grid 
controls see Common Features. 

 

There are a set of categories which a re predefined on Prism (showing in the picture above with 
Is user defined as x). User defined categories can be created by tariff imports. The button on 
the left of each row directly opens the detail page for the category. 

Detail Page 

The category detail page shows three tabs. The first shows the basic information for the record. 
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The tariffs tab shows all imported tariffs which use the category. The button on the left of each 
row directly opens the detail page for the tariff. 

 

The audit tab shows creation and last modification date and user details. 

 

Numbering Plans 
A numbering plan contains all variations of a single dialling code. An individual code may be 
shown differently when presented as a national call, or with its E164 prefix. The number plan 
allows the variations to be treated identically. 

Search  

Each number plan shows the country for which it is valid, the E164 prefix for numbers, the 
national prefix (if any), and the local prefix (if any) and the label. This label is shown as the 
source or destination for PSTN calls in analytics, exports, and reports. The button on the left of 
each row opens the detail page for the number plan. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

Create 
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Most numbering plans are created by tariff imports but individual plans can be created for 
specific numbers. The most specific number match will be used to label the call source or 
destination. 

In the example below an entry for the Tiger main office number range is being created. Although 
+441425 (Ringwood, UK) is E164 code for the tariff created numbering plan, this new one is 
more specific and so will be used in reporting. 

 

Detail Page 

The numbering plan detail page provides no more information than the search grid, but does 
allow the Dialling Code Label to be edited.  

  

Both import created and user created Numbering plans can be deleted with the correct rights, 
there is no recycle option however, so care should be taken. 
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Fixed Charges 
Overview 

Fixed charges allow Prism to apply single or recurring costs to cover a variety of charging and 
recharging options for systems. They can be assigned at the enterprise level to organizations 
and at the topology level to endpoints, number groups, channels, channel groups, and CDR 
sources. How to assign then is covered in the Enterprise and Network manual sections. 

Search 

The search page shows all configured fixed charges, whether they are currently assigned or 
not, active or not. The button on the left of each row directly opens the detail page for that fixed 
charge. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

Create 

Fixed charge creation is a process with 7 stages. 

Charge details 

The first stage is to name and describe the new charge 
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Charge Schedule 

The second stage determines when the charges should start and end, and how frequently the 
charge should be applied through that period. There are a number of options on this page. 

 

1. The From date for this charge. Prior to this date no charges will be applied to the object to 
which the charge is assigned. 

2. Is end of month is a contextual control. If the date selected in (1) is not the last day of the 
month it will not appear. If enabled the charge will always apply on the last day of the 
calendar month (28th, 29th, 30th, or 31st as appropriate). If the charge periodicity is not 
months it will not appear. 

3. The To date ends the fixed charge. Regardless of assignment, no further charges will apply 
to objects after this date. 

4. If Ongoing is enabled the fixed charge has no To date and will continue until unassigned 
from objects. 

5. Start Time governs the time of day that the charge is applied. 
6. How many units of the charge periodicity (8) pass between charges. 
7. Along with the charge period (7) determines how frequently charges are applied. Options 

are days, weeks, months and years. 
8. This is a graphical representation of the next charge application dates as a check that the 

settings are working as expected. 

Charge Model 

The charge model governs how a charge is made if the object assigned the charge changes 
hands within the charge period. For example, a phone is swapped from one department to 
another halfway through the month. 

There are four models available, using a monthly charge assigned to a phone as an example 

• Single – The full charge is levied to the owner at the time and date of the billing point. 

• Apportioned – the full monthly charge is applied to owners based on the proportion of the 
charge period that they own the phone. This means that the full charge is applied even if 
the object is not owned by anyone for a part of the period. 
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• Pay-as-you-go – the monthly charge is calculated to a daily rate and applied for the days 
that each party owns the object. This means that the full charge will not be made is the 
phone is not owned for part of the month. 

• Accumulative – The full monthly charge is applied to all owners of the phone. 

For apportioned and pay-as-you-go there is often a day on which more than one party owns the 
phone. The Handover Day Rule determines how this is charged out. 

• First Party – The first owner has the full charge for the handover day 

• Last Party – The last owner has the full charge for the handover day 

• Equal Split – The handover day’s charge is split between all owners. 

The page has a graphical representation of exactly how an example charge would be split with 
the currently selected options. 

 

Charge Rates 

In the fourth tab you can set the currency and costs for the charge. Each fixed charge has three 
values, Net cost, Net wholesale, and Net retail. Which of these is displayed depends on the 
report. 
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Charge Taxes 

Up to two taxes can be selected to apply to a fixed charge. Taxes are defined in Charging \ 
Taxation. 

 

Notes 

A field is available for detailed notes about the Charge. 

 

Summary 

A summary of all entered information is shown before the Charge is created. 

 

After the submit button is pressed the charge is created and the detail page for the new charge 
is opened. 
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Detail Page 

The detail page has two main sections. 

The first part (1) is a summary overview of the fixed charge, showing the charge model and 
schedule, along with the dates of the next few charges. 

 

The second part is a set of tabs, most of which summarise the information gathered in the 
creation wizard and allow that to be edited. There are two tabs which differ from their creation 
wizard equivalents, and one new tab. 

Charge Rates 

Once a fixed charge is created it may, over time, require the charges to be increased or 
decreased. The charge rates tab displays the rates, and a from and to date for each one. 
Initially the dates will match the ones entered in the charge schedule stage of creation, with one 
row per charge rate entered. However, these rows can be edited. You can simply adjust the net 
rate or, to maintain a record of the changes over time, you can set a to date on the current row 
and create a new one for the rate type. The dates involved must not overlap, but the 
changeover can be set in the future, allowing preparation for planned changes. 
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In this example the cost is due to increase on the 1st August 2020. The old Cost Rate row has 
had a ‘to’ date of the 31st July 2020 set (1) and a new Cost Rate row has been added (2) with 
the 1st August as its ‘from’ date. 

Also note that rows which are no longer required can be deleted here (3). 

The fixed charge’s currency can also be edited from the Charge Rates tab. 
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Charge Taxes 

The taxes applied to the fixed charge (if any) can be edited here. In the same way as for charge 
rates either the existing tax selection can be changed, or the historical record can be preserved 
by adding a ‘from’ date to the existing row (1) and creating a new entry (2) with the new tax 
starting from the next date (3). 

 

Rate Calculations 

This tab’s grid shows all combinations of rates and taxes, based on the from and to dates 
defined for each. This means that the actual rate used at any point in time can be determined 
easily. For grid controls see Common Features. 

 

Notes 

This tab allows viewing and editing of the any notes applied against the charge at creation or 
since. 

Audit 

The Audit tab displays creation and last updated information. 

 

Recycle Bin 

Fixed charges have a recycle bin. For usage details see Common Features. 

Assignment 
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Once defined, Fixed charges are assigned to records within the record’s own configuration.   
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Taxation 
Overview 

The taxation module allows taxes to be set for each country. Once configured these tax records 
can be applied to tariffs or fixed charges.  

Search 

The search page shows a list of all existing taxes configured in the system. From here they can 
be filtered and selected to view or edit the Detail page. For grid controls see common features. 

 

Create 

Tax records are simple enough that a multistep wizard is not required. Each tax has a name (1) 
and a code (2), which can be freely defined, a country (and time zone) in which it applies (3), 
and the dates from and to which it is active (4). If the to date is left blank the tax is ongoing. 
Finally, the tax rate (5) is defined. 
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Detail Page 

The detail page for a tax shows three areas. 

1. The first shows the tax’s name and tax rate that is currently applied. 
 

 
 
2. The second, Tax Details, shows country and historical rate details about the tariff, as well as 

an audit log of creation and modification. 
3. The last section, Tax Usage, shows items which have the selected tax record applied to 

them. 

Tax details 

There are three tabs in this section 

 

The first shows the remaining details set when the tax was created country, time zone. These 
can be edited if necessary. 
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The second displays the history of the tax rate, which dates the tax was active and at what rate. 

 

The edit function here allows the from and to dates of existing entries to be adjusted, and 
creation of new rows. The from date of these can be set in the future, allowing preparation for 
tax changes ahead of time. If this is done, then and end date must also be set for the current tax 
rate, otherwise it would result in two ongoing rates which is not allowed. Overlaps are 
highlighted. 

 

The ‘Show Future Rates’ slider determines whether these rates are shown in the grid or not. 
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The audit tab shows details of creation and modification of the tax record. 

 

Tax Usage 

The usage section shows a tab each for Fixed Charges and Tariffs. These tabs show a list of all 
the items that have been assigned, (for past, present or future use) the tax record. 

 

Recycle Bin 

Taxes have a recycle bin. For usage details see Common Features. 
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Telephony \ Routing 
Overview 

The routing module allows the user to modify dialled strings if necessary, and to assign specific 
tariffs to specific access codes. It also handles provisioned DNIS numbering, so that Prism can 
accurately show those calls. 

ASR Records 

Access, Search and Replace (ASR) allows the user to configure the system to replace the access 
code, dialled digits and trunk number of a call when the existing values match some combination of 
trunk number, dialled digits and access code. 

  Warning: replacing fields with other values permanently changes the contents of the call record. 
Replacements made during initial collection cannot be repeated during a re-cost. 

Search 

The search grid displays all currently configured ASR records. For standard grid controls see 
common features. 

 

Create 

 

 

8. CDR Source: specifies the CDR source this record affects. If none is selected the ASR 
affects all CDR Sources. 

9. Process Order: specifies the order in which the records in this table are applied. Lowest 
first. 
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10. ASR role: specifies whether to look at the incoming or outgoing part of the call from the 
drop-down list. ‘Calling and Called’ will check against both parties.  

11. Channel Match: specifies the channel number. A partial match is allowed. A null matches 
anything. 

12. Channel Replace: specifies what the channel number will be changed to when the rules are 
met. A null will not change the channel. 

13. Access Code Match: specifies the access code. A partial match is allowed and a null 
matches anything. 

14. Access Code Replace: specifies what characters will be placed in the access code field 
when the rules are met. A null will not change the access code. 

15. Digits Match: specifies the dialled digits to match. A partial match is allowed and a null 
matches anything.  

16. Digits Replace: Will add to the beginning of the existing dialled digits, after removing the 
digits specified in the ‘No. Of Digits To Replace’. A null will not replace digits. 

17. No. Of Digits To Replace: specifies how many digits to remove from the dialled digits string 
before adding the Digits Replace field. 

18. Action: specifies whether to continue the procedure after a match has been found. 
a. Stop - Once it matches the string it will not attempt to match another ASR. 
b. Continue - It will continue through the Process order to see if it matches another ASR 

and apply any subsequent changes. 
c. Start from the Beginning - It will complete its current set of rules then go back to the 

first ID and attempt to match again through the list (Please be careful when doing this 
on calls with 9 as if you have a call to 999 then it can remove all digits). 

19. Used In Recost: specifies whether to use this when running Re-cost. If set to ‘No’ it will not be 
used. ‘Yes’ will force it to be used in the recost engine. 
 

Wildcards & Regular Expressions 

Several fields serve to match specific fields, or parts of fields, in the CDR data. To better match 
these Prism can use both wildcards and regular expressions. The simple wildcards are ‘*’ to 
match anything. This can represent any number of characters or none. A ‘?’ will match a single 
character, but it must exist. For example: 

7 would be matched by “7*” but not by 7? 

71 would be matched by both 

711 would be matched only by 7* again. 

Limited regular expressions are also available, and these can be used on combination, for 
example: 

[1-2]???* would match any string of at least 4 characters which started with a 1 or a 2 

Recycle Bin 

The recycle bin functions in the same way as the search grid, with an additional control on the 
far right to restore the deleted record. 
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Detail Page 

The detail page for an ASR shows all fields for the record on the Details tab, with creation and 
last update details on the Audit tab. 

 

DNIS 

For CDR Sources which output DNIS information in CDR Prism can match the endpoint 
associated with the DNIS number and present that in analytics and reporting. 

Search 

The search grid shows all defined DNIS entries and their currently assigned endpoint. If a DNIS 
entry does not have an endpoint assigned it will show in the list with a blank Current endpoint 
name. For standard grid controls see common features. 
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Create 

Creating a new DNIS entry is simply a case of entering the DNIS digits as they appear in CDR. 

 

Recycle Bin 

The recycle bin functions in the same way as the search grid, with an additional control on the 
far right to restore the deleted record. 

Detail Page 

The detail page displays the current and past endpoint assignments for the DNIS record. 
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The endpoint assignments can be edited or added to, as long as a DNIS record is not assigned 
to more that one endpoint at any one time. If the dates are not aligned correctly Prism will 
highlight the problem rows for correction before allowing the edits to be saved. 

 

Access Codes 

This section allows users to search, add, assign and delete access codes in the system. An 
access code allows a specific tariff to be assigned depending on the information presented either 
within the CDR record or following ASR manipulation. 

Search 

The search grid shows all access codes, assigned or otherwise, that have not been deleted. For 
standard grid controls see common features. 

 

Access codes which are not yet assigned show a single entry with no from or to date (1). 
Individual access codes may appear in the search grid multiple times as they can be assigned 
to multiple CDR sources or clusters (2). Historical values also appear in the grid (3) when an 
access code has been retired, by reaching the set ‘to’ date. See the detail page for how access 
codes are assigned. 

Create 
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Creating a new access code record requires only the code itself. Everything else is configured 
on the detail page by assignment. 

 

And access code must not already exist, either in the current grid, or the recycle bin. If the code 
required is in the recycle bin it can be restored, and any previous assignments closed out with 
‘to’ dates or deleted. 

Recycle Bin 

The recycle bin functions in the same way as the search grid, with an additional control on the 
far right to restore the deleted record. 

Detail and Assignment Page 

The detail page is where access codes are assigned to CDR sources. Each assignment can be 
to one or more CDR sources and can set a new tariff. If needed the access code can set an 
override call category instead of, or as well as, the tariff. 

 

Details 

The top section of the screen (1) shows the access code itself and a description and tariff 
derived from the current assignments. This will reflect the description and tariff of a single 
assignment, but if multiple assignments are active it will display “Multiple current tariffs” (or 
descriptions). 

Audit 
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The audit tab shows the creation and last updated information for the access code. 

Assignments 

The remainder of the screen (2) is used for the assignments grid. For standard grid controls see 
common features. The arrow on the left of each row (3) expands the CDR Sources to display 
exactly which sources are assigned to this row. Multiple rows may be required. For example, a 
single access code may indicate a different tariff on each of several CDR Sources. 

Editing Assignments 

 

Entering edit mode allows current assignments to be adjusted, or new ones to be added. There 
are eight editable fields in the assignment. 

From – the date at which this assignment became (or becomes) active. Prism’s costing engine 
will start to use it for tariff or category selection. 

To - the date at which this assignment became (or becomes) inactive. Prism’s costing engine 
will cease to use it for tariff or category selection. 

Description – A label for what the access code is achieving in this assignment. This can be 
made to replace the Dialling Code label from the tariff’s numbering plan. A description is 
required. 

Use description as label – Overrides the description derived from the tariff’s numbering plan for 
the dialled number with the access code description field. This will affect every call with the 
access code and should be used with care. 

Cost tariff – Selection of a carrier and tariff here will cause Prism to cost the calls affected by 
this access code with the defined tariff. 

Category – Sets all affected calls to a fixed category (categories are defined in 
Charging\Tariffs).  

Use category – Determines whether the category defined above is applied to calls, overriding 
the category defined by the tariff. 

CDRs – Defaults to All CDRs. Editing this field opens a selection window to choose which CDR 
Sources this access code record is assigned to. 
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23/10/2020_1064 

 

The CDR Source picker displays a list of CDR Sources if “Select CDR Sources from list” is 
chosen (1). Tick the box next to any sources that the access code should be assigned to (2). If 
multiple pages need to be viewed the selection count (3) gives quick reference to how many 
sources have already been marked. Returning to the assignment details will show the 
selections in the expansion of the row. 

 

When all changes and additions have been made click save and the assignment is complete. 
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Telephony \ Devices 
Overview 

This section covers the definition of devices available on the Prism system. From the 
manufacturer and model, to the type of device, either hardware or software. The home page for 
devices shows summary information for the estate. 

 

Devices 

The basic item is an individual device. This may represent a desktop phone or a softphone 
client but is uniquely identifiable by the device name which is often included in call data 1. Prism 
can hold a lot of information about each device, including type, manufacturer, model, and serial 
number. In addition, notes are available for each individual device. 

Search 
The search grid displays all devices currently configured in the system. For grid controls see 
Common Features. 

 

Create 
Device creation is a three step wizard. 

Details 

The first step requires the device name. If your CDR Source provides device identifiers, then 
this must match them exactly. 

 

1 CDR Source dependant 
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The device type is determined by Comparing the format of the device name against the defined 
types in Prism, see Device Types for more information. The model selection is from those 
defined in the Models section. Description, Serial number and Asset tag fields are free to fill in 
as required. 

Notes 

The second step allows notes for the device to be entered. 
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Completed 

The final stage shows a summary of the information entered for confirmation before it is 
created. 

 

Recycle Bin 
The recycle bin looks and functions like the search grid, with an extra control on the far right to 
restore the record. 

Device Types 
A device type is used to specify the type of one or more devices. The device type assigned to a 
device is established through the case-insensitive matching of the device’s name with the 
regular expression of a device type. There are a number of non-editable predefined device 
types, representing common telephony hardware and software clients. 
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Manage 
The manage grid shows all defined device types. For grid controls see common features. 

 

Editing the grid sets all user defined rows into line edit mode, allowing multiple changes at one 
time. It also provides a Create Device Type button. 

A new device type has several important fields 

Precedence – This is the order that the records are searched in. Once a match to the device 
type regular expression is found the search will stop and it is possible to have more or less 
specific search parameters which should have different end results. 

Device Type – the name of the record. This will show on Device records which match the 
regular expression. 

Device type regular expression – This is a standard regular expression to match the device 
name string to determine the correct type. Regular expressions can be complex or simple, but 
the basic options used here are ^ for begins with and (.*) for may have any number of additional 
characters. E.g. ^EXM(.*) represents a string which must starts with EXM (or exm) and may 
contain any number of characters (of any type) after that. 

Device category name – Selected from those configured in Device Categories. 

Is hardware – defines whether these are hardware or software clients 

Also note that a new device type is given precedence value 1 
by default (the top of the table). Please ensure that this will not 
clash with another, more specific expression. 
There is no recycle bin for device types, if they are deleted from 
here the record will need to be recreated. 
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Device Categories 
Device categories are collections of similar device types. For example, there are iPhone apps 
for Lync and Skype for Business whose device types both belong to the ‘iPhone Client’ device 
category. As with device types there are several predefined categories. 

 
Manage 
The manage grid shows all currently defined device categories. For standard grid controls see 
common features.  

 

There are additional controls (1) on all user defined records to edit the name or delete the 
record. Records may only be deleted if no device types are currently using them. 

Models 
Hardware devices can have a model defined to show what they are. The models available are 
defined in this section. 

Search 
The search grid shows all models currently defined in Prism. For grid controls see common 
features. 

 

Create 
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Creating a new model is simple. Just enter a name for the model and select a manufacturer. 
Optionally a picture can be added for easy identification. 

 

If the model’s manufacturer is not in the list, then it can be created by clicking the ‘+’ button next 
to the drop-down menu. This opens a dialogue to enter the new manufacturer name. 

  

Manufacturers 
Prism maintains a list of the manufacturers of the models defined as used on the system. 
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23/10/2020_1064 

Manage 
The manage grid displays all currently configured manufacturers and the number of models 
using each entry. For standard grid controls see common features. 

 

To the right of each row are controls to edit the name of a manufacturer or delete the record. 
Records can only be deleted if they are not in use on any model records. Adding a new record 
inserts a new row and requires a name only. 
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Scheduled Jobs 
Overview 

Prism’s scheduler can automate many tasks. From ensuring that the latest report information is 
generated and sent overnight to maintaining database indexing or checking if CDR Sources are 
still sending data the schedule service can handle most jobs. 

The Scheduled Jobs landing page shows a breakdown of the various jobs that have been 
configured to run. 

 

From this you can see that there are five basic types of scheduled job: 

• Report/Export – Any of Prism’s reports or exports can be set to run. 

• Widget – Analytics widgets can be set up to run on a scheduled basis, providing an 
alternative to reports or a regularly updated flat file for import or analysis elsewhere. 

• System Health – System Health jobs are specialised tasks relating to CDR receipt or 
processing. These can flag up potential problems quickly. 

• Database – Another specialised set of tasks, these relate to the SQL database and do not 
always need to be configured. 
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Calendar View 

The first option on the menu is calendar view. This will show a timeline of all scheduled jobs that 
are due to run in the future. 

 

Jobs can be filtered down by type and owner at the top of the page. There is also a text filter 
which is based at the jobs’ names.  

The bar below that shows the current date (or date range) displayed, and has controls to move 
forwards or backwards, as well as switch to a different time scale. The calendar can be adjusted 
to show an ongoing timeline or a week or month at a time. 

Each job is represented in its own row, and each run is shown by a marker at the time of 
execution. The marker will expand to represent an estimation of the run time as Prism learns 
from previous runs. If a job is running too frequently to be displayed easily the row will display a 
message instead. 

Clicking the name of a report will open the job’s configuration page. 

Jobs by Type 

No matter which type of job you are configuring much of the configuration is common. 

Calendar View 

The calendar views for each type work in the same way as the main section calendar. The 
filtering options are reduced to just the job name, and only one type of job is displayed. 
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Search 

The search page for each job type displays all active and suspended reports in a grid. For 
standard grid controls see common features. 

 

Create 

Each job type has a wizard for creation, and each is slightly different.  

Report Jobs 
Report jobs have a lot of configuration, and the wizard runs to 10 steps. 

Report 

Step one determines the module used (e.g. Telephony, Office 365) and which report is to be 
run. 
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Details 

Step 2 gives the option to set an easily identifiable name and a description for the job. Here you 
can also set the language and priority of the job. Most of the time the defaults for both of these 
are fine to use. 

 

Schedule 

This step is common to all job types and determines when the job begins to run (1), when it 
ends (2), how frequently it runs (3) and at what time of day (also 1). In the example below is a 
job due to run for the first time on 1st July 2020. It will repeat on the 1st of each month and will 
run indefinitely. In the plan at the bottom (4) can be seen the timings of the next executions 
based on the current settings. 

 

Options 

• Run manually (all intervals) – The job is configured but not scheduled to run at all. It can be 
triggered manually at any time, or edited later to give it an execution schedule if required. 

• Schedule this job to (all intervals) – has the options: Run forever, Run once, Run a specified 
number of time, Run until a specific date. Additional fields are added for the last two to allow 
for the number of repeats, or the end date. 
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• Month end (Monthly option) – If a job is set to run initially on the last day of a month Prism 
will adjust for months of differing lengths. To force non calendar months use every 30 days 
instead. 

• Day is overridden (Quarter Monthly option) - The report no longer runs on a specific date in 
the month, rather the first, second, third, or last of a specific day of the week. 

 

• Days of the week (Day, hour, minute option) – If set to run every x days the report can be set 
to avoid certain days. The report below will run only on weekdays. 

 

• Limit subsequent execution hours (Hour and Minute option) – If running jobs several times a 
day Prism can be set to only run them during specific hours of the day. 

 

Target data 

This stage determines what data is contained in the report. By default, the target data will cover 
one interval behind the schedule. If the report runs on the 1st of each month, it will cover the 
month before. However, this can be tailored to suit the user’s needs. 

 

In the example above the report runs for 1 month before the execution date, due to the offset of 
-1. 
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Clicking to customise the start and end of the period will show options relating to the targeted 
period. In the example below a weekly report which runs on Monday mornings shows data for 
Monday-Friday of the week before. Notice how the timeline chart shows the data which will be 
included in the next execution, based on the settings currently selected. This allows customised 
timings to be checked at the time. 

 

 

Batch 

This step can alter the way a report is run or delivered. A normal report runs, and the whole 
result is sent to any defined recipients. When a report is batch processed the results are split up 
per included directory branch and sent to email addresses configured against the organizations 
in the tree used. This allows a single report execution to deliver specific result sets to many 
different recipients, instead of configuring many individual reports. 
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Parameters 

Each report can be configured to run in different ways. These are covered in the Reports 
sections of the relevant Analyse module. The report itself can be previewed on screen, to 
ensure that the correct data is being returned. 

Success Notification 

This step defines how Prism deals with a successful report. There are three options, and any or 
all can be used in combination. 

 

• Email – A success notification can be sent out to one or more email addresses, with a 
preconfigured subject and body. This is the also the option to notify subscribers without 
attaching the report itself. Also that batch reports will go to the email addresses defined in 
the directory, this stage relates only to the notification that the report ran successfully. 

• Ftp Address – The results file can be uploaded to one or more ftp sites. Destinations are 
defined in the Administration section, but the choice grid indicates whether existing files will 
be overwritten or not. 

 

• File Location – The results file can be uploaded to one or more file shares. Destinations are 
defined in the Administration section, but the choice grid indicates whether existing files will 
be overwritten or not. 
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Failure Notification 

If the job fails for any reason (please note that a report finding no data is not a failure to run) 
then the subscribers defined here will receive a notice by email. 

 

Delivery Options 

This stage in setup determines in which file format the results are generated, whether the 
results are emailed out with the success notification, and what filename the results should be 
given. 

 

If the file is emailed it will go to all subscribers defined in the success notification. If not, users 
will need to log in to Prism to find the results file for the specific execution, unless the results are 
being sent to a file or ftp location. Prism archives a number of results files, removing the eldest 
to make way for newer executions. 
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The File name template is built from a combination of typing and using the token picker on the 
right. 

 

Completed 

The last stage shows a summary of all steps for final confirmation before the job is created. 

Export Jobs 
Export scheduling has 9 steps. Many of which are identical to the Report Job equivalent. 

Export 

The first step is to choose the export query that will be executed. 

 

Parameters 

As with Reports each export can be configured to run in different ways. These are covered in 
the Exports sections of the relevant Analyse module. The export itself can be previewed on 
screen, to ensure that the correct data is being returned. 
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Details, Schedule, Target Data, Success Notification, Failure Notification 

There are all identical to the Report steps above. 

Delivery Options 

The delivery options are similar to those for Report Jobs Delivery but there are some extra 
options. 

 

1. Exports can directly inserted into the success notification email, this insertion can be 
limited to a preview, or a Top X, by adjusting the number of rows allowed. 

2. The export itself can have a header row created from field names if required. 
3. The field separator can be defined 
4. The file can be split if the results set is expected to be large. 

Completed 

As usual, the final stage is a summary for confirmation of the settings before creation. 

Widget Jobs 

Also similar to Report Jobs these have 10 steps. 

Module 

Choose the Analyse module that the widget is to report on. 

Data Source 

The data source choices depend on the module chosen 
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Definition 

The definition step allows the choice either to use an existing saved widget, or to define a new 
one. For detail on widget definition see Analytics. 

Details, Schedule, Target Data, Success Notification, Failure Notification 

These are all the same as for report jobs. 

Delivery Options 

Widget delivery options are very similar to those for Exports. There is no choice in export file 
format, widgets are always CSV. Widgets do have an archive setting to limit the number of 
results files retained. 

Completed 

The final stage is a summary for confirmation of the job’s settings before creation. 

Database Jobs 

There are three specific database jobs and if these are necessary they will most likely be set up 
by the installation engineer. 

• Data Retention Truncate - This job removes data that is outside the retention setting 
configured by the system administrator in Prism settings. 

• Database Reindexing Collection – Run a reindex task across one of the two SQL databases. 
The database admin team may already be performing this task and this job should not be set 
up unless it is required. 

• Database Reindexing Warehouse - Run a reindex task across one of the two SQL 
databases. The database admin team may already be performing this task and this job 
should not be set up unless it is required. 

There are no options for any of these jobs within the scheduling. Details, Schedule, Success & 
Failure Notification, and Completed steps are all identical to the Report Job equivalents. 

System Health Jobs 

System Health jobs each check part of the collection and processing services. As with 
Database Jobs these will likely be configured by the Tiger engineer. 

There are 4 types of health job and each has specific parameters: 

• CDR Source Inactivity – Checks for data logged since the job last ran. Typically runs several 
times per hour. If no data is found for the period a message will be sent to the subscriber list 
on Success Notification. 

• Parameters: Period in minutes to check for call data within; CDR Sources to check on job. 
• Channel Group Seizure Queue Size – Prism holds and processes data on channel seizure, if 

this queue stalls for any reason it can result in missing or inaccurate channel group seizure 
dashboards and reports. This job sends an email to the Success Notification subscribers if 
the Queue grows beyond the set limit. 

• Parameters: Channel Group Seizure Queue Row Limit 

• ETL Queue Working Size – This queue is for call data going into the Warehouse database 
and may grow in size if something is holding up processing. This job will email subscribers 
on the Success Notification list if the size exceeds the limit. 

• Parameters: ETL Queue Working Row Limit 
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•  ETL Service is Stopped – If the service that processes the above queue is stopped for any 
reason this job will email the subscribers of the Success Notification list. 

• Parameters: None 

The wizard for setting up health jobs has Definition and Parameter steps, Details, Schedule, 
Success & Failure Notifications, and Completed steps are identical to Report Job equivalents. 

Job Detail Page 

Each of the Search grids or Calendar Views allows direct access to jobs of the various types. 

The detail page for a Job is split into three parts 

 

1. The basic detail of the job and its most recent execution status 
2. The configuration of the job. There is a tab here for every step of the creation wizard for the 

type of job. All of the same options and adjustments are in each tab. Additionally there is 
an Audit tab which contains the creation and last updated information for the job. 

3. The bottom of the page shows the individual executions of this job in a grid. For standard 
grid controls see common features. Selecting an individual execution does not load a new 
page but opens the execution details in place of the search grid. 

Execution Detail Page 

The execution detail shows everything about a single run of a job 

 

The name of the job and the time and date of the execution (1), a button to return to the search 
grid (2) and the three information tabs 
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Details 

Shows scheduling and results information about the execution such as the date and time it was 
(is) scheduled to run and the current status, when the task started and ended (and the duration 
of the run), and whether any results were delivered or failed to deliver. If there is a file archived 
for the execution it can be viewed here (4). 

Error 

The Error tab shows details of any problems encountered while running the execution. 
Information in here may immediately shed light on any problems, or may assist the Support 
team to investigate more complex problems. 

Deliveries 

This tab shows notifications and file transfers for the execution. Email, ftp and file transfer 
deliveries are all shown here. 

 

Actions 

The ellipsis menu has a few more actions in it than in other sections of Prism 

 

• Replay – runs an execution identical to the last one. Useful if an identified directory 
inaccuracy has been resolved. 

• Execute – Manually start an execution now. This uses all configured settings but runs 
outside the normal schedule. This is the only way to run a job if the Schedule step was set to 
“Run Manually”. 

• Suspend – Leaves a job configured, but on hold until resumed (also from this menu). 

• Delete – Deletes the job to the recycle bin 

• Set Job Owner – Allows an existing Job to be given a new owner. This allows system 
admins to set up jobs and give them to users to maintain, or to reassign scheduled jobs if a 
user’s role changes. 
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Administration 
File Locations 

File share locations available for scheduled jobs to deliver to are defined here. 

 

When a share is added or edited and saved Prism will attempt a connection to the directory. If it 
cannot reach the location a message will be displayed, and the page will remain in edit mode. 

 

Shares may only be destroyed if their use count is 0. 

 
FTP Locations 

FTP locations available for scheduled jobs to deliver to are defined here. 

 

When an FTP location is added or edited and saved Prism will attempt a connection. If it cannot 
reach the server a message will be displayed, and the page will remain in edit mode. 

 

FTP Addresses may only be destroyed if their use count is 0. 

Alert Jobs 

If Prism has the alerting module configured there is another type of scheduled job. This has its 
own tile, and jobs do not appear on the Scheduled Jobs calendar view. 

Prism can monitor data in the background, sending out alerts or reports only when certain 
criteria have been met. At the simpler end notifying users if emergency services have been 
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called from the campus, or if a call over a certain cost has been made. More complex alerting 
can also be configured. For example, setting an alert if the total cost of international calls on a 
specific tariff within the current calendar month reaches a certain threshold, perhaps to alert 
users before bundled minutes are exceeded. 

The Alert Jobs home page shows the number of configured jobs 

 

The Calendar View, Search and Recycle Bin options work in exactly the same way as for other 
scheduled jobs. 

Creation works in exactly the same way as widget jobs, Alert jobs use widgets to define their 
criteria.  

The difference between an alert job and a normal widget job is when it delivers results. An alert 
job will not send a success notification if the execution has zero results. 

 
Additional Creation Options 

Widget and Alert Jobs can be created from their own Analytics pages using the calendar or alert 
icons. 

   

These will bypass the module choice, data source and definition stages. 
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Administrate \ Settings 
Overview 

The Administrate Settings module has some system specific settings but also collects settings 
available in other modules into one place.  

System Settings 
General 

General settings affect the whole system, or multiple modules. They are presented as a series 
of tabs on one page. 

Key settings 

Key settings affect the whole Prism system, and most will not be changed after installation is 
complete. Great care should be taken before editing these settings. 

 

Tenant code and tenant name These are set at the time of installation and should never be 
adjusted without specific instructions from a Tiger engineer. 

Support email address The address to send messages for assistance. 

Data retention period This setting is used by the Scheduled Database job type ‘Data 
Retention Truncate’ to determine how much data to remove form 
the database when executed. 

Language The default language that Prism displays in for new users. This can 
be changed on the user’s ‘My settings’ page. 

Default country the default country for new users. This can be changed on the 
user’s ‘My settings’ page. 

Default time zone the default time zone for new users. This can be changed on the 
user’s ‘My settings’ page. 

Default theme the default Prism UI theme for new users. This can be changed on 
the user’s ‘My settings’ page. 

Base currency the currency used for the system. Other currencies are supported 
with conversion rates. 

Global decimal places number of decimal places used in all number and currency fields 
unless otherwise specified. 

View my calls decimal places number of decimal places used in View My Activity – My Calls 

Rates decimal places number of decimal places used when displaying rates. 

SMTP 

This section contains the configuration for Prism to send emails. This is used for report 
deliveries, alerts, notifications, account activation and password resets. 
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Address SMTP server 

Port Port to use for the connection 

Encryption Enabled Enable if encrypted email is required and supported 

Username and password Credentials for connection to the SMTP server 

Fallback email address Used as the sender address if no address has been provided 
for an email sent from Prism 

Fallback display name Display name sent with fallback emails 

Overriding email address If configured, this address will be used as the sender address 
for all emails sent from Prism, in place of the address of the 
user who configured the job 

Overriding display name Display name sent with overridden emails 
 
If changes are made to these settings a test option is shown. A specific address can be entered, 
and the test can be sent with or without an attachment. 

 

If the test fails a message will display with any details from the SMTP server. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Reports 
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Tenant name override Reports will display this in place of the actual tenant name  

Copyright Displayed on all reports. 

Logo override A company logo is displayed on reports. The correct logo for 
the tenant can be uploaded here. The image must be a GIF, 
JPG or PNG file. 

Use default logo When in edit mode this control can be set on. When saved the 
custom logo is removed. 

 

Dashboards 

 

Hide real time option Determines whether users see the option to view dashboard 
statistics updating regularly instead of displaying a specific or 
relative date range 

Real time refresh rate If the above option is ‘On’ this determines the refresh rate for 
dashboards displaying in real time. 
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Scheduler 

 

Calendar views can rapidly become obscured, especially if jobs are set to run frequently. This 
setting adjusts how many jobs will show before the system blocks the job’s row with ‘Too many 
scheduled events to show’ message. 

Privacy statement 

 

If policy dictates that Prism should have a privacy policy, it can be entered here. The control 
determines whether the message is shown to all users as they log in. 

Security 
Security settings cover account logon settings and Prism’s local account password policy. 

Authentication 

The authentication tab covers settings relating to local and windows authentication. 

 

The controls govern whether local or windows authentication is allowed for Prism (1 & 2). If 
accounts are locked after incorrect attempts (3), how many attempts cause a lockout (4), 
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whether account unlock with or without intervention (5), and after how long if automatic 
unlocking is permitted. 
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Password Policy 

Prism’s password policy governs the passwords for local accounts. There are three basic areas 
within the policy section. 

The top part covers expiration. Controls are given to enable expiration and to set the expiration 
period 

 

The second section relates to passwords’ required complexity. 

 

The last section has some more specific requirements. Passwords can be forced to not include 
the company or user’s names. Reuse of previous passwords can be prevented, either just the 
last one, or several. 

Finally, there is a space to input blocked passwords. These may be blocked by the organization 
or may simply be a list of common passwords sourced from elsewhere. Passwords to be 
blocked should be entered, comma-separated int the box. The drop-down menu above the box 
contains some template lists to start with. 
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Email Templates 

Prism uses templates to send out messages for new account activation, and for when users 
request a password reset. 

These templates can be viewed here. 

 

The templates can also be edited 

 

The subject can be altered (1) and the body (2) edited with some formatting options (3). The top 
left button (4) allows selection and insertion of available merge fields. A test email can be sent 
during the editing stage (5). 
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Licensing 

The licensing screen displays the detail of what is currently licenced on the system. 

 

There are no editable options on the page, but the cloud icon (1) allows entry of a new license.  

 

Core Modules 

The core modules settings again collect settings together for easy access. These settings are 
all available in the modules Administer sections as well. 
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Enterprise 
Titles 

The same set of titles is used in the employees and contacts modules. 

They allow you to configure the dropdown for an employee’s salutation. The list comes 
preconfigured with common titles (Mr, Mrs etc) but others can be added if required. A title 
cannot be destroyed until no employees or contacts are using it. 

 

Locations 
Site Types 

The locations module allows a site to be given a type which allows another level of filtering or 
grouping in reporting. 

Site types define what each site represents. Headquarters, offices, branches, data centres, 
anything can be configured to help represent a company’s structure. 

 

The Site Types pages shows a list of currently configured entries and how many sites currently 
use them. New entries can be added with the plus button and existing ones can be edited or 
deleted with the controls on each row. A Site Type cannot be destroyed if sites are currently 
using it. 
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Custom Fields 

Enabled Custom fields appear in the details page for every site. 

 

Here you can define which ones are available and visible to users, and what the label on those 
will be. Simply click the edit button to edit and define the fields. 

 

Click on the current label to edit it. You can reorder the fields by clicking and dragging the 
handle icon (1). The visibility of the field can be changed by ticking or unticking the “is Visible” 
box (2). 

Note 

If no custom fields are marked ‘Is visible’ then a Custom Values tab will not appear in either the 
creation wizard or the detail page for employees. Integration will continue to populate values in 
those fields when they are not visible. 
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Employee 
Custom fields 

Enabled Custom fields appear in the details page for every employee. 

 

Editing Custom Fields 

These fields can have any label the administrator adds, and these fields can be populated 
manually or by Integration. 

Three of the maximum 8 fields have been enabled for users to see, and those two have been 
labelled appropriately for a specific purpose. 

 

7. Click on the label to edit the line directly. 
8. Click on the tick or cross once to enter in line editing, then tick or untick the box to enable or 

disable the field for users. 
9. Click and drag on the handle to reorder the fields. 
Save when changes are complete. 

Note 

If no custom fields are marked ‘Is visible’ then a Custom Values tab will not appear in either the 
creation wizard or the detail page for employees. Integration will continue to populate values in 
those fields when they are not visible. 
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Contacts 
Custom Fields 

Enabled Custom fields appear in the details page for every contact. 

 

Editing Custom Fields 

These fields can have any label the administrator adds, and these fields can be populated 
manually or by Integration. 

Three of the maximum 8 fields have been enabled for users to see, and those two have been 
labelled appropriately for a specific purpose. 

 

4. Click on the label to edit the line directly. 
5. Click on the tick or cross once to enter in line editing, then tick or untick the box to enable or 

disable the field for users. 
6. Click and drag on the handle to reorder the fields. 
Save when changes are complete. 

Note 
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If no custom fields are marked ‘Is visible’ then a Custom Values tab will not appear in either the 
creation wizard or the detail page for employees. Integration will continue to populate values in 
those fields when they are not visible. 

Scheduler 
File Locations 

File share locations available for scheduled jobs to deliver to are defined here. 

 

When a share is added or edited and saved Prism will attempt a connection to the directory. If it 
cannot reach the location a message will be displayed, and the page will remain in edit mode. 

 

Shares may only be destroyed if their use count is 0. 

FTP Locations 

FTP locations available for scheduled jobs to deliver to are defined here. 

 

When an FTP location is added or edited and saved Prism will attempt a connection. If it cannot 
reach the server a message will be displayed, and the page will remain in edit mode. 
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FTP Addresses may only be destroyed if their use count is 0. 
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Plugin Modules 
Telephony 

General Settings 

 

Display digit columns – controls whether the called and calling digits are displayed on the Team 
Performance dashboard. 

Display data usage – controls whether the data usage columns are shows in the My Calls 
dashboard. 

ETL 

The ETL settings should not be adjusted without instruction from a Tiger engineer as this can 
have a significant impact on call logging. 

 

Phones, Number Groups, CDR Sources, Clusters, Channel Groups, Channels, Subtenants, and 
Authorisation Codes 

Each of these settings contains the Custom Fields settings for the object. 

See the Employee Custom fields settings above for details on use. 
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Administrate \ Security 

Overview 

The security module handles account setup and oversight, including any SAML login providers, 
the definition of the roles that are assigned to accounts and which data is available to users. 
User sessions can be monitored and terminated from security. 

The landing page displays a summary of the accounts assigned by type, and the number of 
roles defined in Prism across the top, while the two graphs show the number of accounts by 
type (displaying potential account holders as actors) and the number of accounts each role is 
assigned to. 

 

Accounts 

Type of Account 

There are three account types in Prism. 

Employee accounts are created from people defined in the Enterprise Employee section. 

Guest accounts are created from people defined in the Enterprise Contact section. 

Machine accounts are created here, generally for specific tasks. 

There is no difference in the function of employee, guest or machine accounts. 

Search 

The search grid shows all employee/guest accounts or machines depending on the section. For 
standard grid controls see common features. 

Recycle Bin 

When an account is deleted it goes into the recycle bin and can be restored it required again in 
the future. The recycle bin grid looks exactly like the search grid, but with an additional control 
on the right of each record to restore it. 
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Account Creation 

User Accounts 

Employee and Guest account creation follow identical four step paths. 

User Selection 

The first stage is to find an existing employee or contact to create the account against. The 
search box will display an incremental search as a name is typed in. Select the user once 
found. The lower part of the screen will then show preview information to help confirm that to 
correct user has been selected. 
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Account Details 

Once the correct user has been selected the second step is to configure some basic account 
information. 

 

1. The username for the account. This defaults to the email address for the user. 
2. Whether this account can make use of API functions. 
3. Whether the account can see the called and calling numbers in Analyse modules. 

This affords digit privacy for all users while allowing the account to run reports. 
4. If the account is to be locked out after a number of failed login attempts. 
5. Should this this account be updated by directory integration. Most commonly this is 

set to On for most active accounts, but Off for accounts which have View My 
Activity access only. 

6. Can the account log in using Prism local authentication or not? 
7. Can the account log in with Windows authentication or not? If so the username to 

expect. 

Roles 

The third step is to allocate one or more roles to the account. Each role will build up a little more 
of what the account is allowed to do or access. Roles are defined in the Authorization\Roles 
section. 
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Completed 

The final step is a summary of selections to confirm that everything is correct before account 
creation.  
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User Account Activation 

As soon as a user account is created Prism sends an email to the user for account activation. 
The template for these emails can be edited in Settings for Security. 

 

 

1. Account Activation 

Hi, Gwendoline! 

A new Prism account has been created and associated to this email address. 

gmustarde8s@umich.edu 
 
 

Please click the button below to activate your account and start using the 
application. 

Activate  

 

 
 

© 2020 Tiger Communications plc. All Rights Reserved. 

 

Until the user has responded to this, their account page will show a banner message to advise 
that the account is not activated, with a button to resend the activation email. 

 

 

  

http://prism2020internaltest.poc.tigercomms.com/admin/settings/email-templates/%7B%7BCallbackUrl%7D%7D
http://prism2020internaltest.poc.tigercomms.com/admin/settings/email-templates/%7B%7BCallbackUrl%7D%7D
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Machine Accounts 

Machine Creation 

Machines differ from user accounts. They are created here without accounts (as employees or 
contacts are created in Enterprise). The machine can then be given an account and assigned 
roles through its detail page later. 

Machine Details 

Choose a type for the machine, the types are functionally the same, but allow categorisation. 
Then enter a unique name. 

 

Photo 

A picture can be assigned to help differentiate machines. 
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Notes 

Notes can be added against the machine if required. 

 

Completed 

Shows a summary of the information entered before creation. 

Machine Account Creation 

Once the machine itself is created, an account can be added to it. Find the machine in the 
search grid and go to the detail page. The second tab is Machine Account, this will be empty for 
a new machine. 

 

Click ‘Add Account’, this will start a new wizard with three steps. 

Account Details 

All machine accounts are local login only, so this page is simpler than the user account 
equivalent. 
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Roles 

Roles are assigned in the same way as for User accounts 

Completed 

Shows a summary of the information entered before creation. 

Detail Page 

User account detail pages are the same for both employee and guest accounts. Contacts can 
be given exactly the same rights as employees. 

 

There are four areas of the detail page. 
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1. The name and any picture for the employee record 
2. Space for a banner message about the account 
3. Details about the account itself 
4. A breakdown of the exact access the roles assigned to the account have granted 

Account Details 

The account details tab allows review and editing of the basic properties of the account. It has 
options for account lockout, API access, View Digits and Integration synchronization as well as 
some other user settings such as language, theme and font size. These can also be changed 
by the user in their own settings. 

Lastly some login statistics are displayed, showing the number of time the account login has 
been used, and the date of the most recent login. 
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Logins 

The logins tab shows details of any configured login mechanisms for the account. 

 

Local, Windows and any configured SAML providers can be enabled or disabled for the user 
here. 

Roles 

The roles tab lists all roles that have been assigned to the account. 

 

Editing the page allows additional roles to be added, or existing ones to be removed. 

 

Audit 

The audit tab shows the details for account creation and last modification. 

Roles Authorization 
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The lower part of the page shows the access available to the account based on the roles 
assigned. 

Activity 

Sessions 

Search 

The search grid allows visibility over which user accounts have active, abandoned or ended 
sessions. For standard grid controls see common features. 

 

 
Terminating sessions 

From the grid active sessions can be terminated. You cannot end your own session, but any 
other active user should show a control on the right of the active session record. 

 

Platform Users 

Not implemented at this time. 
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Authorization 

Overview 

Users are authorised for access to the various functions and data in Prism by roles assigned to 
their account. Each role may have a set of permissions for system functions (e.g. Dashboards, 
or fixed charge read & write) and may have one or more Groups which convey access to 
specific parts of the system. 

By defining groups and roles carefully, great flexibility can be given to which users are granted 
access to Prism’s functions without having to configure users individually. 

Groups 

There are 10 types of Group, although many are similar. When a group type is selected from 
the navigation menu it displays a management grid. For standard grid controls see common 
features. 

 

Each group type’s grid will have slightly different columns relating to the counts of items 
included, and the number of roles to which the group is applied. 

Creating Groups 

Department/Cost Centres/Projects 

These three group types define specific access to each of the three directory trees.  

There are two predefined groups in each type. 

Tree Administrator gives the role access to the whole tree. Whether this is read only or not is 
determined by the role’s permissions. 

View My Directories is a special dynamic group which allows access to the organization which 
the current user is in, plus all descendant organizations. Whether this is read only or not is 
determined by the role’s permissions. 

Additional groups can be created for each of the three organization types and existing user 
defined ones can be viewed and edited from the management grid. 
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A new group requires a name and description (1 & 2). Below those is the tree showing 
the directory view chosen (3). 

The organizations in the tree can be expanded to show their descendants. To the right of 
each organization name is a cog icon (4). When clicked this opens a menu with several 
controls (5). There are actually two aspects of access defined in this menu. 

First is the management access level. This determines what the group allows a role to see and 
edit in the enterprise directory management screens. Icons corresponding to the chosen options 
are displayed to the left of the organization in the tree. 

• Hidden – cannot be seen. This is the default state for all organisations when a group 
is created. 

• Viewable – Can be seen in the directory, but no changes can be made. 

• Editable – edits can be made to the organization’s name and description. Fixed 
charges and tariffs assigned to it and any custom fields which have been enabled. 

• Full control – All aspects of the organization can be changed, it can be moved, 
backdated, or deleted. New organizations can be created. This level is required to 
manage endpoint and authorization code assignments. 

The second pair of controls govern whether or not the role can see call data for the 
organization. 

Note that when an organization’s access is changed, all descendant organizations inherit that 
change (6). This is shown with a slightly different icon. This inherited state can be overridden by 
setting the specific Management or CDR Access for the descendants. 

When the access changes for the group are complete click save. The new group will 
now be listed and available for selection when customising a role. 
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Employee Exclusion 

After defining access to a section of one of the directory trees there may be individual 
employees whose data should not be available for example higher level managers, or HR staff. 
These members can be added to exclusion groups which will remove them from any access 
granted by Department, Cost Centre or Project Groups. 

Create a new group from the management grid or select an existing one. 

 

A new group requires a name and description (1 & 2). Below those are two grids 
showing all employees (3) and selected employees (4). Both grids use the standard grid 
controls details in common features. 

Against each employee who should be added to the group click the plus (5), this will 
add the employee to the selected grid. To remove them click the bin icon (6). 

Employees who are already selected are greyed but remain in the All Employees grid. 

When the employee selections for the group are complete click save. The new group 
will now be listed and available for selection when customising a role. 

Network 

Network groups allow CDR access for the CDR Source or channels specified in the group. This 
means that CDR access can be given or withheld on a geographical, or topological basis, in line 
with responsibilities. 

Reports 

Report groups determine which specific reports are available to a role. There is a predefined 
group, Reports Administrator, which allows access to all reports, but groups can be set up to 
allow more restricted report types to users. 
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Create a new group from the management grid or select an existing one. 

 

A new group requires a name and description (1 & 2). The list (3) shows all reports from every 
licenced module and can be collapsed or expanded with the controls on the left. For each report 
that the group should allow access to set the slider to “On” (4). Two specific controls allow all 
sliders to be set on or off (5). 

When the report selections for the group are complete click save. The new group will 
now be listed and available for selection when customising a role. 

Exports 

Export groups work in exactly the same way as Report groups. 

Views 

Views access groups control which elements of analytics are available to roles. There is a 
predefined group, Views Administrator, which allows access to all views in all modules. 

Create a new group from the management grid or select an existing one. 
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A new group requires a name and description (1 & 2). The list (3) shows all views from every 
licenced module and can be collapsed or expanded with the controls on the left. For each view 
that the group should allow access to set the slider to “On” (4). Two specific controls allow all 
sliders to be set on or off (5). 

When the view selections for the group are complete click save. The new group will 
now be listed and available for selection when customising a role. 

Widgets 

Widget groups allow access to sets of saved analytics widgets. This allows a team to create and 
share widgets between them, or an administrator to create either one widget to distribute to 
many teams, or several widgets to deploy via a group to one or more roles. 

Create a new group from the management grid or select an existing one. 

 

A new group requires a name and description (1 & 2). The list (3) shows all widgets from every 
licenced module and can be collapsed or expanded with the controls on the left. Each widget 
can be allocated to the group by setting the slider to “On” (4). Two specific controls allow all 
sliders to be set on or off (5). 

When the widget selections for the group are complete click save. The new group will 
now be listed and available for selection when customising a role. 

Widget groups do not have to contain widgets on creation, they can be created empty for one or 
more roles to share. When a widget has been defined in analytics it can be saved to a widget 
group (or several groups) instead of privately. 
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Dashboards 

Dashboards groups work in exactly the same way as Report groups. 

Editing existing groups 

Existing groups can be viewed in the management grid for each. The detail page for a group 
shows three tabs. 

 

The first shows the name and description, both can be edited here 

The second shows a version of the definition screen from group creation. Sometimes simplified 
to show only those items that have been selected. 
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Although the ‘Show granted only’ control can be switched off to show the other options available 

 

These options can be adjusted by editing this tab. 

The Audit tab shows creation and last updated details. 

Roles 

Each role can contain a set of permissions and one or more groups, although neither is required 
– a role can just supply group access or just permissions. A user account’s functional and data 
access is defined by the sum of what is provided by the roles assigned to it. Excepting 
Employee Exclusion Groups roles only add levels of access. 

Search 

The roles available can be found in the search grid. For standard controls see common 
features. 
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There are several pre-defined roles in Prism, these cannot be edited. 

Tiger Administrator – Full access to all aspects of the system, except Data Privacy actions. A 
Tiger Administrator can appoint a Data Protection Agent but cannot perform the forget process. 

System Administrator - Full access to all aspects of the system, except Data Privacy actions. 

Data Protection Representatives – This role cannot be assigned in the usual way but is added 
to accounts via the Data Privacy module. It allows the forget actions required under EU and UK 
law. 

View My Calls – Usually assigned by directory integration. This is a role that gives access to the 
simple View My Activity module, allowing users to see their own calls and maintain a phone 
book to define personal and business numbers. 

View My Directories – A special role allowing access to the user’s organization in the directory 
tree and all descendant organizations. Ideal for manager roles. Access granted by this role will 
adjust depending on the directory position of the user at the time. 

Create 

Additional roles can be created for more specific access requirements. It is worth taking 
time to consider how to structure the roles in your system, especially if there are a large 
number of users with different requirements. Making several simpler roles instead of 
one or two complex ones might lead to an easier time when configuring accounts in the 
future. Providing a detailed explanatory description for each role is strongly 
recommended. 

New roles are created with a five step wizard. 

Details 

 

Step 1 requires a name and description for the role. Tiger strongly advises that the description 
be complete so that a role can be chosen from the list when creating or updating an account, 
instead of needing to be opened to see what it grants. 
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Permissions 

Step 2 selects the permissions for the role. Permissions provide functional access to aspects of 
Prism. For example, the ability to see the Enterprise Directory management screens is needed 
in addition to groups defining access to parts of the directory. 

 

The permissions tree is grouped by module and can be expanded or collapsed with the controls 
on the left (1). The items displayed can also be filtered to find types of or specific permissions 
(2). The number of selections is displayed at the top (3) and these selections are retained 
through different filtering, expansion or collapsing operations. There is a select/deselect all box 
at the top of the tree (4) to reset selections, or to start with everything and reduce permissions if 
that is easier for the role. 
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Enterprise Groups 

The enterprise groups step will list all defined groups dealing with the Enterprise module. That 
includes all three directory trees, Network groups and employee exclusions. Each set of groups 
is listed individually, and each set has a select all box available. 

 

Data Access Groups 

The next step is to assign data access to the role. The remaining types of group are listed in this 
stage. As with Enterprise groups the types are grouped together. 
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Completed 

Shows a summary of the information entered before creation. 

 

 
Detail Page and Editing Roles 

The details page for a role has two main sections. The top of the page shows three tabs. The 
first shows the name and description of the role. 

 

The second tab lists the accounts which are using the role. 
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The audit tab shows the details for role creation and last modification. 

The bottom part of the page shows the results of the various groups and permissions applied to 
the role. Tabs will only show on the display if an appropriate group is applied. In the example 
below there is no Projects access granted to the role, so there is no ‘Project – Access’ tab. 

 

Otherwise each tab shows the sum of the groups applied. If two permissions groups are applied 
the permissions tab will list all granted permissions from both. The directory tree for 
Department/Cost Centre/Projects Access shows the resulting access form all groups applied. 
The role below has two department access groups applied, so shows access (of different types) 
applied to organizations in the view. 

 

The method to add additional groups to a role depends on what group types are applied 
already. In the above examples there are permission groups, department and cost centres, and 
network enterprise groups, and report and dashboard Data Access groups. To add further 
groups of any of these types, navigate to the appropriate tab and edit the tab. This will show the 
group list for the type and allow selection or deselection of individual groups. 
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If there is not a group of that type already then click the + next to Roles Authorization to add a 
new type of authorization. A list will display, with existing types greyed out. 

 

Select the new group type and confirm. The tab will be added, and a list of available groups 
shows for selection. Remember that additional permissions may be required if new Enterprise or 
Data Access tabs are added. 

 

Once saved the role is updated. The effect is immediate and all accounts with that role will have 
the revised access levels. 

Permissions 

The permissions section has a full list of available permissions for reference. The permissions 
are presented in a grid and there is a general filter as well as the normal column filters. 
However, the permissions grid has one additional feature. Each of the column headings can be 
dragged above the header bar to form a group. 

For example, here is the default display,  
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By dragging the module header up, all permissions are grouped by their module 

 

Additional fields can be used to group further, a grouping level can be removed by clicking the 
‘X’ in the grouping bar. 

The same functionality is available when viewing and editing permissions on a role’s detail 
page. 
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Administration 

Settings 

General 
General security settings are broken into two sections. 

Authentication 

The authentication tab covers settings relating to local and windows authentication. 

 

The controls govern whether local or windows authentication is allowed for Prism (1 & 2). If 
accounts are locked after incorrect attempts (3), how many attempts cause a lockout (4), 
whether account unlock with or without intervention (5), and after how long if automatic 
unlocking is permitted. 

Password Policy 

Prism’s password policy governs the passwords for local accounts. There are three basic areas 
within the policy section. 

The top part covers expiration. Controls are given to enable expiration and to set the expiration 
period 

 

The second section relates to passwords’ required complexity. 

 

The last section has some more specific requirements. Passwords can be forced to not include 
the company or user’s names. Reuse of previous passwords can be prevented, either just the 
last one, or several. 
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Finally, there is a space to input blocked passwords. These may be blocked by the organization 
or may simply be a list of common passwords sourced from elsewhere. Passwords to be 
blocked should be entered, comma-separated int the box. The drop-down menu above the box 
contains some template lists to start with. 

  

Email Templates 

Prism uses templates to send out messages for new account activation, and for when users 
request a password reset. 

These templates can be viewed here. 
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The templates can also be edited 

 

The subject can be altered (1) and the body (2) edited with some formatting options (3). The top 
left button (4) allows selection and insertion of available merge fields. A test email can be sent 
during the editing stage (5). 

Login Providers 

Prism can be configured to allow authorisation via additional SAML providers. Initially displayed 
is a grid containing currently configured providers 

 

Create 

Adding a new provider starts a three step wizard. 

Login Provider 

Select the provider type and enter a name and scheme for the entry. 
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Step 2 will vary depending on the provider type selected. 

For Azure AD type the Tenant id and Client id are required 

 

For OpenIdConnect type Authority, Response Type, and Client id are needed. 

 

Completed 

Shows a summary of the information entered before creation. 

Detail Page 

The detail for a provider has three tabs. The first two reflect the details entered at creation and 
can be edited if necessary. 

 

The audit tab shows the details for account creation and last modification. 
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Administrate \ Auditing 
Overview 

The auditing module allows administrators to see which areas of Prism are getting the most use 
and to check on specific errors reported by users. 

The auditing landing page shows a dashboard including daily and weekly audit and error 
counts, and a graph showing a breakdown for both types by product area. 

 

 
Audit Log 

Every time that a record is created, deleted or updated an audit log is made. These audit 
records can be used to track which employee or contact performed those actions. 
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Search 

The search function presents a grid containing all held audit records. Most of the standard grid 
controls from common features are available. 

 

From the grid the full details of an audit record can be accessed. 

Dashboard 

The audit dashboard provides a graphical overview to audit statistics. 
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There are several areas on the dashboard. 

1. The date range covered by the various parts of the dash are controlled by the date pickers.  
• If the first is set to Quick Dates then the options in the second are a series of relative 

times (‘Last month’, ‘This Week’, ‘December 2019’) 

• If the first choice is specific dates the controls switch to allow a ‘from’ and ‘to’ date 
selection 

 

2. The three tiles show the numbers of activities performed, the number of unique users 
logged in, and the number of unique Prism modules accessed within the defined dates. 

3. The heat map gives a visual representation of area activity. 
4. The top activity graph again shows activity use but allows a deeper look at the specific 

activities in most use. It can be switched to show top 10, top 25, or all activities, and the 
activity groupings can be as broad as Application, drilling further down through Module, 
Area, Entity to individual Action. 

5. The last graph shows the most (or least) active users. Although users must have logged on 
at least once in the time frame to be counted. 

 
Audit detail 

From the search grid an individual action can be opened to show all audit details. By default, 
these open as a dialogue in the existing tab, but can be opened in a new tab or window if 
necessary. The record shows all the information available in the grid columns over three tabs, in 
addition the Context and More tabs show more information about the specific action than can be 
gathered from the grid. This may assist in troubleshooting any issues encountered. 

User 
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Context 

 

More 
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Error Log 
Search 

The search function presents a grid containing all held error records. Most of the standard grid 
controls from common features are available. Additionally, a specific Trace Id can be searched 
for whether or not the trace id field is displayed. 

 
Dashboard 

The error log dashboard provides a graphical overview to error statistics. 
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There are several areas on the dashboard. 

1. The date range covered by the various parts of the dash are controlled by the date pickers.  
• If the first is set to Quick Dates then the options in the second are a series of relative 

times (‘Last month’, ‘This Week’, ‘December 2019’) 

• If the first choice is specific dates the controls switch to allow a ‘from’ and ‘to’ date 
selection 

 

2. The four tiles show  
• the numbers of errors encountered 

• the most frequently individual error, and the percentage it makes up of all errors 

• the highest number of errors in any one module 

• The lowest number of errors in any one module 

3. The pareto chart shows the top 10 (or 25 or all) errors with how many occurrences of each 
there have been. 

4. The last graph shows the top errors again but allows a deeper look at where the specific 
errors are happening It can be switched to show top 10, top 25, or all errors, and the error 
grouping can be as broad as Application, drilling further down through Module, Area, Entity 
to individual Action. 
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Error detail 

From the search grid an individual error can be opened to show all its details. By default, these 
open as a dialogue in the existing tab, but can be opened in a new tab or window if necessary.  

The record shows all the information available in the grid columns over three tabs, in addition 
the Stacktrace and More tabs show more information about the specific action than can be 
gathered from the grid. This may assist in troubleshooting any issues encountered and may be 
requested by System admins or the Tiger Support team. To aid with this there is an export 
button provided. 
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Administration 
Data Purging 

Administrators can purge Prism’s audit and error logs independently from this screen. Select the 
number of months to retain and click purge against the appropriate log type. A confirmation 
dialogue will display, and the data can then be removed permanently from the database. 
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Data Privacy 
Overview 

Prism’s Data Privacy module allows the software to comply with Article 17 of the General Data 
Protection Legislation. It takes an employee record and anonymises all warehoused data 
relating to that person. That way the calls are still available for overall statistics, but it is no 
longer possible to see who made or received them. 

This process is irreversible, both by customers and Tiger engineers. 

 

Forget Person 

The process of forgetting an individual is passed through a wizard. 

Person Selection  

 

The first step is an incremental search for the employee name. A preview of the selection’s 
properties is shown to help confirm that the right employee is used. 
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Phones 

The second step displays phone assignments for the employee. This allows the detail of the 
phones to be checked. 

 

Jobs 

The third step displays all scheduled jobs which are owned by the data subject. 

If the employee owns any jobs there are two options provided, either delete the jobs, or 
reassign all of them to a nominated user. This could be a replacement, or just to an admin to 
hold until a decision is made on each job. 
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Summary 

The summary screen displays the selections made, and provides the first of several 
confirmation steps. The slider must be set to ‘Agree’ before Confirm is enabled. 

 

On Confirm, a second confirmation box is displayed. The full name of the data subject must be 
typed into the box to allow the process to begin. 
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Once start is pressed the process is irrevocable. A further box is displayed which allows a copy 
of the summary to be printed. This may be required for audit purposes. If not a simple continue 
option is also available. 

 

If it has been configured (again depending on individual company policy) the summary detail will 
be emailed to the specified email as well. 

Data Privacy Team 

Access to the Data Privacy module is not governed through the normal authorisation 
mechanism, but is determined by the Data Privacy Team Leader, who is created by a system 
administrator. The team leader is then able to add agents to the team. Any employee with an 
existing Prism account can be added to the team. 

 

Note that agents have ‘From’ and ‘To’ dates. Access can be given for a defined time and 
automatically revoked. The cog icon gives options for the agent including adjusting or setting 
those dates. 
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23/10/2020_1064 

 

A team member can leave the team in three ways. Their Prism account is disabled, their ‘To’ 
date is reached, or they are removed by the team leader. At this point they will show in the Past 
Agents tab. 

 

Audit Log 

The audit log lists simple information to demonstrate that Prism has forgotten the data for a data 
subject. The subject’s name, date of operation, and agent responsible are shown. This allows 
reference if, for example, a backup is restored and forget operations need to be repeated to fulfil 
data privacy obligations. 

 

Settings 

There is only one setting for Data Privacy. An email address can be set up to receive a 
summary of ant forget operation. This may be required for an audit trail per company policy. 
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Analyse \ Telephony 
Dashboards 

Overview 
To access the Dashboards module either click the Dashboards tile on the home page or click the 
Modules drop down and select Dashboards. 

Once in the Dashboard Interface, depending on your access rights, you will be able to view and 
interact with a range of options. Click Dashboards to open the menu and select the one you want 
to use. Each of the predefined Dashboards is described briefly in the sections below. 

Common features and Controls 

In addition to the grid controls for searching and filtering in the Common Features manual 
section, dashboards share several controls. More specific controls are detailed in each 
Dashboard’s section. 

Profiles 

Profiles can be configured to allow quick selections of predefined views. For example, different 
organization selections can be saved for easy selection again. Profiles also allow date ranges 
(both relative and specific) to be saved. A profile could be set for last week, another for last 
month, and a third for current year.  

 

When you have configured a Dashboard, press save to retain that profile. Click the ‘+’ button to 
create and name a new profile. 

When you have multiple profiles configured use the dropdown to select the profile to use, then 
the refresh button to update the detail shown. 

To delete a profile when it is no longer required click delete. 

Date Selection 

Prism Dashboard offers up to three choices for date range selection. If specific dates are 
selected, then two date and time pickers are provided for ‘From’ and ‘To’ definition. 

 

If relative dates are selected a single choice is 
provided with relative options 

Finally, if enabled by the system 
administrator, Real time updates offer 
statistics for the current day, updated every 
30 seconds by default. Although this setting 
can also be adjusted by the administrator. A 
countdown to the next refresh replaces the 
date choice. 

 
 

CDR Source Selection 

Most dashboards allow a level of filtering by CDR Source or Cluster. By default they will show 
All CDR Sources. 
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If the second option is selected a Source selection dialogue is displayed 

 

The display can be sorted and filtered without losing any current selections and the current 
selection count is displayed above the grid. 

Tree and Organization Selection 

Where relevant directory selections can be made in two stages. 

Initially the directory tree can be selected. 

 

 
If the whole tree is not required a second option opens the directory selector. Organizations 
from the selected tree can be searched for in the filter box and selected individually. 

 

The cog icon against a organization offers ‘Select all children’ and ’Unselect all children’ 
controls. 

Organization & Employee Rollup 

Similar to the Directory selector but this control offers an additional level of detail by allowing 
individual employees to be selected as well as whole organizations. 
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To add to the selections on the right hand side, drag an organization or employee from the tree 
on the left and drop it into the box on the right. Details will show as items are added. 

The filter (1) will show how many times the search string is found in the tree and allows 
navigation through each item to find the correct result. 

 

The cog icon (2) allows all children of the selected item, both organizations and employees, to 
be added at once. 

When items have been added, they can be reordered by dragging their handles (3). 

To find a previous selection click the magnifying glass (4) which will highlight the entry in the 
tree on the left. To remove a selection click the cross (5). Finally, to clear all selections and start 
again, click the bin at the bottom (6). 
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Management 
Call Volumes 

The Call Volume Dashboard consists of five individual displays (four if Real time is selected). 
The data in each area is based on the selections made in the controls at the top of the screen. 

 

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, on the right are two 
options which relate to the timeline graphs. One adjusts what the timeline plots against time. 
The choices are Call Volume, Duration or one of the three charges (cost, wholesale, or retail). 
The control on the far right hides or shows the timeline chart. Once the selection is complete 

click the  refresh button to update all displays. 

Timeline 

 

The timeline graph breaks down call data by direction, and can show Volume, Duration or Charge. 
The legend on the right also acts as a direction selection. Clicking on a call direction will 
select/deselect that direction on the graph. Deselected directions are show in grey. 

Hovering over a point on the graph will show a numerical value for each enabled direction for that 
point. 
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Outgoing/Incoming Call Volume 

The bar charts show outgoing and incoming call volumes broken down by appropriate period 
depending on the date range applied. 

 

Hovering over a bar will display the value. 

 

Call Destinations 

The first table shows an analysis of outgoing calls, broken down by cost category. The table can be 
sorted by any column and the columns can be reordered by dragging them.  
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Call Response Time 

The second table on the Dashboard shows response statistics for incoming calls. The table can be 
sorted by any column and the columns can be reordered by dragging them. 

 

Mobile Bill 

The Mobile Bill dashboard gives an overview of all mobile traffic.  

 

The Mobile Bill Dashboard consists of five individual displays. The data in each area is based on the 
selections made in the controls at the top of the screen, the table and graphs in the lower section are 
further controlled by selection from the table of included organizations.  

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, on the right are two options 
which relate to the timeline graphs. One adjusts what the timeline plots against time. The choices are 
Call Volume, Duration or one of the three charges (cost, wholesale, or retail). Two additional controls 
are used for this dashboard: 
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Media Types (1). This will open a selection dialogue allowing data to be filtered on specific media 
types. 

  

The control on the far right hides or shows the timeline charts. Once the filtering selections are made 

the  refresh button will update all displays. 

Media Type Metrics 

The top two graphs show timelines for voice and messaging media types on the left, and Data 
media types on the right. 

 

Both have additional controls. 

Displays a legend of the media types actually shown in the chart. 
 

 
 

Media types selected in the top filter, but not actually detected in the filtered data are not shown. 
Each can be clicked to disable/enable display in the graph. 
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Measure selection. Data metrics can be displayed either by volume or by bandwidth 
 

 
 

Organization Selection 

The organizations selected in the filter bar are displayed here, with some summary statistics. 
Selection within this table adjusts what the detail table and graphs display.  

Note that it is useful to add descendant organizations as well as their parents if more detail is 
needed on the dashboard. If a parent organization is selected, its statistics will include all 
descendants. For example, if the root entry of the tree is selected, the figures will cover all 
organizations in that tree, subject to CDR and media type filtering. 

 

Detail table and graphs 

These display information directly related to the item chosen in the Organization Selection table. 
The organization name and path are displayed above the table. 

The table gives a summary of call volume and duration, plus bandwidth use. 

 

The graphs are the same as the timelines displayed at the top of the dashboard, but show only 
the selected organization’s information. 

Team Performance 

The Team Performance dashboard displays inbound and outbound call traffic. 
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The Team Performance Dashboard consists of three individual displays. The data in each area 
is based on the selections made in the controls at the top of the screen, the tiles and table in the 
lower section are further controlled by selection from the table of included organizations.  

 

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, on the right are two 
options which relate to the timeline graphs. One adjusts what the timeline plots against time. 
The choices are Call Volume, Duration or one of the three charges (cost, wholesale, or retail). 
The control on the far right hides or shows the timeline charts. Once the filtering selections are made 

the  refresh button will update all displays. 

Timeline 

The timeline graph shows volumes of different call types. Each line on the graph can be 
disabled/enabled by clicking its entry in the legend. 
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Organization Selection 

The organizations selected in the filter bar are displayed here, with some summary statistics. 
Selection within this table adjusts what the detail tiles and table display.  

Note that it is useful to add descendant organizations as well as their parents if more detail is 
needed on the dashboard. If a parent organization is selected, its statistics will include all 
descendants. For example, if the root entry of the tree is selected, the figures will cover all 
organizations in that tree, subject to CDR filtering. 

 

Detail Tiles and Table 

These display information directly related to the item chosen in the Organization Selection table. 
The organization name and path are displayed above the tiles. 

 

The individual tiles provide rapid access to term performance stats relating to incoming calls 
and their answer rates, as well as outgoing calls and the time spent on them. 

The table provides a full call listing of the call legs that make up the statistics. The table has 
most of the standard controls detailed in Common Features to make it easier to isolate specific 
areas to investigate without needing full reporting or analytics access. 
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Incoming 
Customers First Point of Answer 

Customers First Point of Answer only shows calls against groups and parties which are the 
initial answering point for a call, subsequent transfers, conferences etc are disregarded. This 
gives a good representation of how long external callers have to wait before they get through. 
The target response analysis shows calls against a configured target answer time and allows 
exclusion of calls which were abandoned before users had a chance to answer. 

 

The Customers First Point of Answer Dashboard consists of three individual displays. The data in 
each area is based on the selections made in the controls at the top of the screen, the tiles and table in 
the lower section are further controlled by selection from the table of included organizations.  

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, there are two additional 
controls are used for this dashboard: 

1. Direction. This allows a choice between displaying incoming calls, internal calls, or both. 
2. DNIS digits. A number can be entered here for DNIS information. Wildcards are allowed to give 

access to a range of numbers. Available wildcards are: 
% Matches any string of zero or more characters. For example, %787% finds all 
texts containing 787. 

_ Matches any single character. For example, 1_3 finds 123, 193, 1A3... 

[] Matches any single character within the specified range ([a-f]) or set ([abcdef]). 
For example, 0[1-4]% finds all entries beginning with 01, 02, 03 and 04. 

[^] Matches any single character not within the specified range ([^a-f]) or set 
[^abcdef]). For example, 0[^1-4]% finds all entries not beginning with 01, 02, 03 and 04 
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Timeline 

 

The timeline graph shows trends for total calls, answered calls, unanswered calls, and the 
average call response time. Hovering over appoint will give detailed information. 

 

Each measure can be clicked in the legend to disable/enable its display. 

Organization Selection 

The organizations selected in the filter bar are displayed here, with some summary statistics. 
Selection within this table adjusts what the detail tiles and table display.  

Note that it is useful to add descendant organizations as well as their parents if more detail is 
needed on the dashboard. If a parent organization is selected, its statistics will include all 
descendants. For example, if the root entry of the tree is selected, the figures will cover all 
organizations in that tree, subject to CDR filtering. 
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Detail Tiles and Table 

These display information directly related to the item chosen in the Organization Selection table. 
The organization name and path are displayed above the tiles. 

The individual tiles provide rapid access to call and answer statistics. 

The table provides a full call listing of the call legs that make up the statistics. The table has 
most of the standard controls detailed in Common Features to make it easier to isolate specific 
areas to investigate without needing full reporting or analytics access. 

 

Hunt Groups 

The Hunt Group dashboard presents four interactive displays of data giving a summary of traffic, 
based on selected hunt group(s) using the controls at the top of the display. 
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Date and organization selection are handled with the controls defined above in Common Controls. 
However, the CDR selection is different. For this dashboard only one CDR Source can be selected for 
display. Clicking the ellipsis (1) opens a selector. 

 

An additional control (2) allows the selection of which hunt groups on the current CDR Source are 
displayed.  

By default, the dashboard will show all Hunt Groups. 

 

If the second option is selected a Group selection dialogue is displayed 

 

The display can be sorted and filtered without losing any current selections and the current 
selection count is displayed above the grid. 

 
Timeline 
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The timeline graph shows trends for total calls, answered calls, unanswered calls, and the 
average call response time. Hovering over appoint will give detailed information. 

 

Each measure can be clicked in the legend to disable/enable its display. 

Hunt Group Selection 

The Groups selected in the filter bar are displayed here, with some summary statistics. 
Selection within this table adjusts what the detail tiles and table display.  

 

Detail Tiles and Table 

These display information directly related to the item chosen in the Hunt Group Selection table. 
The selected group is displayed above the tiles. 

 

The individual tiles provide rapid access to call and answer statistics, and the target response 
time (1) defines the threshold for the last tile. 
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The table provides a full call listing of the call legs that make up the statistics. The table has 
most of the standard controls detailed in Common Features to make it easier to isolate specific 
areas to investigate without needing full reporting or analytics access. 

Incoming Performance 

The Incoming Performance Dashboard consists of three individual displays. The data in each 
area is based on the selections made in the controls at the top of the screen, the table and graphs in 
the lower section are further controlled by selection from the table of included organizations and 
employees.  

 

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, Direction allows a choice 
between displaying incoming calls, internal calls, or both and the control on the far right hides or 

shows the timeline chart. Once the selection is complete click the  refresh button to update all 
displays. 

Timeline 

 

The timeline graph shows trends for total calls, answered calls, unanswered calls, and the 
average call response time. Hovering over appoint will give detailed information. 

 

Each measure can be clicked in the legend to disable/enable its display. 
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Organization and Employee Selection 

The items selected in the Organization and Employee rollup on the filter bar are displayed here, 
with some summary statistics. Selection of an item in this table adjusts what the detail tiles and 
table display.  

 

Detail Tiles and Table 

These display information directly related to the item chosen in the Hunt Group Selection table. 
The selected group is displayed above the tiles. 

 

The individual tiles provide rapid access to call and answer statistics, and the target response 
time (1) defines the threshold for the last tile. 

The table provides a full call listing of the call legs that make up the statistics. The table has 
most of the standard controls detailed in Common Features to make it easier to isolate specific 
areas to investigate without needing full reporting or analytics access. 
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Traffic 
Channel Group Utilisation 

The Channel Group Utilisation dashboard presents five interactive displays, giving a summary per 
Channel Group and showing concurrent calls during the selected period, along with modelled 
bandwidth and the count of the calls. 

 

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, Channel Group Selection 
replaces CDR Source Selection. 

 

Whole CDR Sources can be selected, but individual groups can be selected as well, if the whole 
Source is not required for the dashboard profile. The search box allows both name and group number 
to be searched.  

The control on the far right hides or shows the timeline chart. Once the selection is complete 

click the  refresh button to update all displays. 
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Timeline 

 

The timeline graph breaks down call data by direction and Volume. The legend on the right also 
acts as a direction selection. Clicking on a call direction will select/deselect that direction on the 
graph. Deselected directions are show in grey. 

Hovering over a point on the graph will show a numerical value for each enabled direction for that 
point. 

 

Channel Group Selection 

The Groups selected in the filter bar are displayed here, with some summary statistics. 
Selection within this table adjusts what the detail graphs and table display.  

 

Detail Graphs and Table 

These display information directly related to the item chosen in the Channel Group Selection 
table. The selected group is displayed above the graphs. 

The details are split into three displays.  

At the top are four donut graphs displaying what proportion of the total traffic for the group that each call 
direction contributes. 
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The second section shows a graph plotting time against one of six measures: Seizure seconds, 
Utilization, Concurrent minimum, Concurrent maximum, Concurrent average, or Duration at maximum 
concurrent. 

 

The final display it a table showing utilization and concurrency statistics. Individual days of the week can 
be selected or deselected to focus on busy or light periods, and the unit they are measured against can 
be set from 15 minute intervals up to months. 

 

Channel Group Heatmap 

The Channel Group Heatmap presents call information based on the controls selected at the top, 
allowing for detailed examination of the data. 

The grid of data seizures shows one block for each selected channel group, the size the block is 
proportional to the represented channel group’s contribution to the total traffic.  
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Clicking on any data block will trigger a new display, showing a more detailed analysis of that 
Channel Group across the time period selected by a graph and table. 

 

The timeline can be set against one of several measures (utilisation, concurrent max, concurrent, 
max duration, concurrent min, concurrent average, and peg count). The Table shows summary data 
for each point on the graph. 

Clicking on a point on the graph drills down a level on the timeline. A graph that shows months 
will drill to the specific month selected, a day in the month will show 24 hours, an hour in the day 
will show quarter hour bins. 

The final level shows the specific seizures for the bin selected, and the focus can be shifted 15 
minutes in either direction to see seizures before and after the focussed period. 

 

The details for the bin are shown in three ways: 
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A graphical representation of the seizure overlaps. 

 

A second graph showing the seizure count over time. 

 

At the bottom of the page two tables show the legs involved in the channel seizures, 

 

and the details for a specific seizure, selected from the top graph. 

 

Both tables have the option to show the full details of the call a leg is involved in in a new tab. 
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At any point while drilling down the previous level can be reached by clicking the return icon  

Usage 
Top X Phones 

The Top X Phones Dashboard consists of three individual displays. The data in each area is 
based on the selections made in the controls at the top of the screen. 

 

Most of the controls are covered in the common controls section above, on the right are two 
further options. One adjusts which measure the dashboard displays (Volume, Duration, or 
Charge (cost, wholesale or retail). The control on the far right hides or shows the timeline chart. 

Once the selection is complete click the  refresh button to update all displays. 

Timeline 

 

The timeline graph breaks down call data by direction, and can show Volume, Duration or Charge. 
The legend on the right also acts as a direction selection. Clicking on a call direction will 
select/deselect that direction on the graph. Deselected directions are show in grey. 

Hovering over a point on the graph will show a numerical value for each enabled direction for that 
point. 

 

Top Phones 

This section is split into two graphs both controlled by a menu on the first to determine how 
many phones are included (8, 12, 16, or 24). 
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The first graph shows a ranking of the top X phones based on the measure chosen above.  

 

The second graph shows totals for those X phones across the time period of the dashboard. 

 

Selecting a bar on the Top Phones graph sets the measures graph to show only the detail for 
that phone, and adds a Details tab which displays the calls individually. 
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Reports 
Overview 

The Reports Module allows Prism users to manually generate their own reports on demand and 
export them to their desired format. 

The Reports landing page shows any configured favourite reports. Until a user sets up 
favourites there will be a setup tile. 

 

Clicking this tile will open a selection dialogue to pick several frequently used reports to add to 
the landing page for quick access. 
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Once the selection is confirmed the user is sent to the edit page and can delete selections, add 
new ones or reorder the favourites on screen.  

  

Once selections are complete, clicking Save returns to the landing page. 

Report Parameters  
For each of the available reports, Parameters are set using the options on the right of the screen. 
Select the required settings and then generate the report. Which Report Parameters are displayed 
varies depending on the chosen report, but the options include: 

Date/time from  

Date/time to  

Week Days  

Time Zone  

Time from 

Time to 

CDR Sources 

Channel Groups 

Media Types 

Client Code digits 

Use Charge Party  

Directory Items  

Device Categories 

Equipment Locations  

Device Types 

Top ‘x’ 

Call Outcomes  

Call Directions  

Sort Direction 

Show Endpoints 

Include Call Details 

Note: All Prism reports can be set to run to a defined schedule (see scheduling) and both manual 
and scheduled reports can be exported to PDF, CSV, Excel, or Rich Text format. 
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Management Reports 
Management Summary 

The Management Summary report gives a high-level overview of performance by presenting 3 
levels of chart and graphical information. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the 
right of the screen. 

The first section presents Call Information data within a table, with totals at the bottom of each 
column. 

Below this pie charts demonstrate Outgoing Call Distribution and Call Direction Distribution for a 
pictorial representation of the table data. 

 

The second page of the report presents 3 tables of data for the Top Dialled Numbers by Calls, by 
Talk Time and by Cost. The number of records within each section corresponds with the Top X 
setting selected within the report Parameters section. 

The final section of the Management Summary report shows performance detail. 

The table at the top displays Answer Performance broken down into Answered and Unanswered 
Calls, with totals at the bottom of each column. 

Bar charts give a graphical representation of the data based on Number of Answered Calls and 
Number of Unanswered Calls. 

A line graph shows Average Call Answer Times. 
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Departmental Call Summary 

The Departmental Call Summary gives a simple table output showing Calls, Cost and Duration. The 
data can be reported for any level within the Directory, giving the ability to drill-down. Figures are 
totalled on the final page. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the 
screen. 

 

Departmental Cost Summary 

The Departmental Cost Summary gives a simple table output showing the average cost, call type 
and totals. The data can be reported for any level within the Directory, giving the ability to drill-
down. Figures are totalled on the final page. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the 
right of the screen. 
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Departmental Cost Summary with Details 

The Departmental Cost Summary with details gives the same table output as the Departmental 
Cost Summary, but breaks out the individual calls made at each selected level. The data can be 
reported for any level within the Directory, giving the ability to drill-down. The output is affected by 
the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 

 

Departmental Usage Summary 

The Departmental Usage Summary gives a simple table output showing data for Incoming Internal 
and External, Outgoing Internal and External calls and totals. The data can be reported for any 
level within the Directory, giving the ability to drill-down. Figures are totalled on the final page. The 
output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 
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Departmental Call Summary with Details  

The Departmental Usage Summary gives the same table output as the Departmental Call 
Summary but breaks out the individual calls made at each selected level. The data can be 
reported for any level within the Directory, giving the ability to drill-down. The output is affected by 
the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 

 

Departmental Mobile Summary 

The Departmental Mobile Summary gives a simple table output showing data for mobile calls 
broken down to Non- Roaming and Roaming and based on the usage type. The data can be 
reported for any level within the Directory, giving the ability to drill-down. Figures are totalled on the 
final page. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 

Outgoing  
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Traffic Analysis 

The Outgoing Traffic Analysis displays data in two different graphs. 

A pie-chart shows Outgoing Traffic volumes broken down by call type. A bar-chart presents data 
for the Outgoing Traffic cost for each call category. The output is affected by the Parameter 
settings to the right of the screen. 

 

Unknown Endpoints 

The Unknown Phones report lists endpoints which are not currently configured in the directory tree 
chosen from the Parameters section to the right of the screen. Sort the data by number of Calls, 
Cost or Duration. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 
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Zero Usage Endpoints 

The Zero Usage report lists endpoints which are configured in the selected tree, but which have 
been unused for the reporting period. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right 
of the screen. 

 

Unassigned Client Codes 

This report displays any client codes that have been output within call records, but which have 
not been assigned to a client in Prism’s Telephony module. 

 

Client Code Summary 

The Client Code summary displays a summary for each end point used by a client, along with a 
total for the client across all used end points. 
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Traffic Reports 
Channel Group Utilisation 

The Channel Group Utilisation report lists information about the Channel Groups requested within 
the report criteria including the number of available channels within the group, maximum number of 
concurrent calls, time spent at maximum capacity and bandwidth. The output is affected by the 
Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 

 
 
Detail Reports 
Call Information 

The Call Information report provides detailed listing of calls based on the selected criteria. The 
output, including additional columns, is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the 
screen. These include the ability to report the Top ‘x’ results, specify call outcomes, initiating and 
terminating reasons. 
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Incoming Reports 
Departmental Responses 

The Departmental Responses report provides call detail for each selected Department, showing 
response time levels for answered calls, as well as those which are unanswered or busy. The 
output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. These include the ability to 
report the Top ‘x’ results and options for sorting the output by Department, Total Calls, Answered 
Calls, Busy or Unanswered calls. 

 

Departmental Response Summary 

The Departmental response summary give users a way to display the overall response levels 
across the whole system, or any part of it, down to individual users or endpoints if necessary. 
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Endpoint Responses 

The Endpoint Responses report provides call detail within all selected departments, showing 
response time levels for answered calls, and unanswered calls. The output is affected by the 
Parameter settings to the right of the screen. These include the ability to report the Top ‘x’ results 
and options for sorting the output by Phone, Party, Department, Unanswered Calls, Answered 
Calls or Average Response Time. 

 

First Point of Answer Target Response Analysis 

First Point of Answer reports only show calls against groups and parties which are the initial 
answering point for a call, subsequent transfers, conferences etc are disregarded. This gives a 
good representation of how long external callers have to wait before they get through. The 
target response analysis shows calls against a configured target answer time and allows 
exclusion of calls which were abandoned before users had a chance to answer. 
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Departmental Answer Performance 

This report displays overall answer information by department. Missed calls can be due to 
pickup, hunt group action, redirection, or similar. 

 

 
Endpoint Answer Performance Report 

This report displays call answer information identifying the internal number dialled and the 
endpoint which answered (or missed) the call eventually. This could be due to pickup, hunt 
group action, redirection, or similar. 
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Customer’s First Point of Answer 

The Customer’s First Point of Answer report shows incoming calls against the first answer point 
they encountered 
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Usage Reports 
Endpoint Usage Analysis 

The endpoint usage analysis report displays a one-line summary of every selected endpoint 
including an answered/unanswered analysis and a breakdown of outgoing traffic call category. 

 

High/Low Dialled Numbers 

The High / Low Dialled Numbers report shows information on calls to individual dialled numbers. 
The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. These include the ability 
to report the Top ‘x’ results and options for sorting the output by Call volume, Cost or Duration. 
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High/Low CLI’s 

The High / Low CLI report shows caller information by dialling number, where provided. The output 
is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. These include the ability to report 
the Top ‘x’ results and options for sorting the output by Call volume, Answered Calls, Unanswered 
Calls or Duration.  

 

High/Low Endpoints 

The High/Low Endpoints report shows levels of usage on individual phones. The output is affected 
by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. These include the ability to report the Top ‘x’ 
results and options for sorting the output by Calls, Cost or Duration. 
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High/Low People 

The High/Low People report shows usage by user. The output is affected by the Parameter 
settings to the right of the screen. These include the ability to report the Top ‘x’ results and options 
for sorting the output by Calls, Cost or Duration. 
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User Adoption Reports 
Media and Device Analysis 

The Media and Device Analysis report presents one page for each media type or device defined. A 
pie-chart shows percentage usage for each type. A table presents the data and a line chart plots 
the usage statistics. The output is affected by the Parameter settings to the right of the screen. 

Media Analysis 

 

Device Analysis 

 

Engineering 

The engineering reports are useful tools for system and network admins and Tiger Support 
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Error Pareto 

The Error Pareto report shows a summary of errors encountered by users and system 
processes over the date range. This can be used by admins to determine areas with common or 
recurring issues. 
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Database Sizing Report 

The database sizing report shows admins a detailed breakdown of SQL Server table size and 
disk usage. 

 

Active Endpoints 

The Active End Points report shows a count of all end points that have made or received calls 
over the period, regardless of whether they are assigned to a user or tree. 
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Exports 
Overview 

All reports available in the Prism Reports module are also available as exports. These exports 
are designed to include additional fields supporting the use of pivot tables and are not formatted 
reports. 

Configuring exports 

Exports are set up very much like reports. 

 

The list of available exports is shown on the left (1). The details of the script (before execution) 
or the results are shown in the middle (2), and the parameters specific to the export are on the 
right (3). All details found above in the Reports section regarding parameters and report 
purposes apply to the corresponding Exports as well. 

Custom exports can be designed to meet specific requirements. Contact your own system 
administrator, or your Tiger account manager for more details. 
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Analytics 
Overview 

The Analytics module gives users a powerful, flexible reporting tool for call information interrogation 
within all recorded CDR. 

Common Analytics functions 

Although there are several types of analytics, they all function in the same way. 

 

1. The columns area determines which fields are shown in the results. 
2. Fields master list. Choose from here for columns, filters and group filters. 
3. Filter area. Fields are added here to filter results. 
4. Group filter area. Measures are added here to filter aggregate results. 
5. Selection of the directory tree to use in results. 
6. Choice between specific and relative date ranges. 
7. Reporting date range. This will either show a date and time for ‘from’ and ‘to’, or a selector for 

relative date (For example, yesterday, last calendar year, May 2020). 
8. Results grid. 
9. Actions menu. 

Columns and Fields 

The main screen is populated with a set of default fields in the Columns section. Items placed in this 
area will appear as columns in the results.  

There are two types of information fields, the actual available fields will vary depending on which 
analytics screen is used. 

Dimensions – data facets - anything which cannot be measured in units, e.g. dates, keys, groups, 
etc. Within the list, each dimension group can be expanded to reveal the individual options. 

Measures – quantification and calculation - numeric data attributes which can be used in 
mathematical calculations, for example costs, duration, ring-time. 
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On the right-hand side of the screen is a list of all available data fields which can be used to show 
additional results columns or refine the query by filtering.  

 

Select from the options for dimensions and measures.  

To add a field, click on the required item and drag it into Columns, Filters, or Groups Filters. 
Dimensions and measures are differentiated by colour. 

To remove a field, click the ‘X’ to the left of the field name.  

To remove all fields from the Columns section, click the ‘X’ on the far right.  

Measures can have calculations applied within the Columns area. Click on an included measure 
to see the available options. 

 

Filtering 

Drag fields from the Columns area to the Filters section to apply filtering to the results. 

Click on the field to access the filtering options relevant to it. These options will vary depending on 
the dimension. 
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The inclusion of more than one filter will insert a Boolean function defaulting to ‘and’ but allowing 
use of ‘or’ depending on the requirements of the filter. Click on the function to toggle between the 
two. Parentheses can be used for more complex filter requirements 

 

Hover over the information symbol to see applied filter details. 

 

Apply Group Filters to aggregate the results and filter your results. Drag measures from the 
Columns area to the Group Filters section to apply filtering to the results. In this way you can, for 
instance, group the results to show the Base Cost sum, where the value is greater than £50.00  

Filter Types 

For filtering fields there are several context sensitive options 

For numerical measures calculations are shown 

 

For date or time fields the options are the same, but the value to filter against is entered through a 
picker 
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Base fields, names, labels etc have standard string filters 

 

Digit fields allow a list of included or excluded digit strings. These strings can use wildcards. 

Some fields have specific choices, for example Call Direction 

 

There are some which feature an on or off selection, for example Operator Assisted  

 

 

Many of the filters support wildcard entries in their strings. These will show a tooltip for assistance 

 

Results Grid 

Having confirmed the contents of the Columns, select the Tree and either Quick or Specific Dates. 
Generate the results by clicking the ‘Retrieve’ button and check that the filters return the expected 
results. 
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At the bottom left of the results table you can toggle through the pages and set the quantity of 
items per page to display. 

 

The bottom right of the screen confirms the total number of items in the current view and provides 
a refresh button. 

 

The details icon on the left of each row shows an individual record in full detail. This option is 
not available in aggregated analytics. 

Record Detail 

For call legs or calls analytics there ais a detail action on the left of each row. This will open a 
new browser tab to show all linked legs of the call across the top.  

 

Clicking on each leg (1) will alter the information displayed below to that specific part of the call. 
Each legs’ detail section (2) has various categories down the left hand side (3) which will alter 
the displayed information. 
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Actions 

When the results match requirements, there are several actions available via icons at the top of the 
screen 

 

1. Create a Widget Job from this widget definition. Schedule the widget to run to specific 
settings. After confirmation the Widget Job scheduling wizard will run, with the widget 
definition set from this page. 

2. Create an Alert Job from this widget definition. Schedule the widget to be used as an alert. 
After confirmation the Alert Job scheduling wizard will run, with the widget definition set from 
this page. Alerting functionality is available as a licensed module. 

3. Export to CSV. Triggers a save dialogue for a comma separated file. 
4. Export to Excel. Triggers a save dialogue for an Excel XLSX file. 
5. Export Widget definition. This displays the code that represents the widget definition. This 

can be copied and then saved or emailed. The ability to export widget code and reimport it 
within Prism gives users the ability to share widgets or to duplicate widgets to create similar 
ones. 

 
6. Save as Widget. Allows the widget to be saved either for the user alone, or to one or more 

widget groups which the user has write access to.  
 

 
 

7. Reset. Sets all columns back to default and removes all filtering. 
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Aggregated Queries 

Analytics can go beyond a simple filtered list of call legs, allowing for analysis of the data in a 
number of ways. 

Most dimensions can be used to group records while measures can have a variety of functions 
performed on them within those groups. 

It is recommended that all columns are cleared before beginning an aggregated report and to 
build the query up slowly until reaching the required results. All dimensions included will act to 
group the call legs, so the key is to keep it simple and use as few objects as possible. 

To generate aggregated data, add one or more dimensions and one or more measures to the 
columns section. Click the measure and you will be presented with a selection of mathematical 
functions: Value, Average, Count, Maximum, Minimum, Standard Deviation, Standard Deviation 
Population, Sum, Variance and Variance Population. 

In the example below, the dimension “Call Direction” is used, along with the sum of the measure 
“Talk Time” to display a total talk time for each direction. 

 

More dimensions can be included to increase the granularity of the report, more measures can give 
extra information and filtering can be applied to the results as normal. The example below is limited 
by filtering on calling digits, and grouped by both the calling party and call direction. Note that nearly 
any measure can be used for a count value.  

 

Analytics Modes 
Call Legs 

The Call Legs option allows you to build up a picture of anything from individual call legs to trend 
analysis over any period. This module has the widest range of available fields and results are 
returned as a single row per leg of a call. This means that transfers, diverts, enquiry calls will all 
have their own call leg record. This means that several legs may need to be reviewed to see the 
whole picture of a single call which has had several parties. 

Calls 

Unlike Call Legs the Calls analytics module shows whole calls, although with a smaller selection 
of fields available. 
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Seizures 

The Cube Seizures option allows you to analyse a fixed period, ‘bin’ of data and is therefore useful 
for repeat, snapshot analysis and to monitor call concurrency. The Seizures set of fields is also 
smaller than the Call Legs set. And the results grid does not show a detail option, the results are 
aggregate by nature. 
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